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JRITICAL PREFACE 
In the preface to De Doctrina Christiana John Milton makes it clear 
-
that his religious views underwent a continual process of revision 
throughout his lite, and he assures us that at no time during his life 
did he follow any heresy or sect. During the century and a halt' prior 
to the discovery of !!! DOctrina Christiana in 182,31 however, Milton was 
regarded as one of the highest figures in English literature, passing 
as an orthodox Protestant of the Calvinistic faith. The seventeenth 
century biographers did much to establish this Miltonic tradition, and 
while they cast considerable light on the poet's llie, they are at times 
extremely unreliable• Criticism is not completely omitted but it is 
usually biased or unwarranted, in an attempt to give a sympathetic por-
trait of Milton's highminded and philosophical character. They have 
little regard £or Uilton•s religious and political views and al.mat no 
consideration for the events and circumstancca governing the poet's 
The first biography appeared in 1681 when John Aubrey published 
Minutes £f. !!!!. !4f!. 2£ ~ Milton, and the second, ~ Anoipus .!:Y:! 
!!!. Milton, later attributed to John Phillipe, was published shortly 
afterwards. Neither of these earlier biographers thought Uilton•s 
religious views worthy of consideration and only in the latter is there 
a hasty reference to l!ilton•s anti-1piocopal pamphlets as "objective 
judgement concerning the church government controversy." 
The third biography of Milton was published in Fasti Oxonienses 
ii 
in 1691 by Anthoey a Wood in the £orm of an outline. Wood presented for 
the first time a reference to Milton•s Presbyterianism. 
At first we find him a Presbyterian and ioost sharp 
and violent opposer of Prelacy (the established 
ecclesiastical Discipline and orthodox clergy.) 
It may be worth noting that while nearl¥ ono halt or Wood•s ,!4!! has 
been ta.ken alJoost verbatim from tho Anonymous ~ and a part from 
Aubrey's manuscript, Wood does not· depend on the earlier biographies 
for the above reference, nor does he substantiate this reference other 
than that he places Milton in the Presbyterian camp because in otf ering 
his objective judgement he bad denounced the Episcopacy and aided the 
Puritan cause. 
The fourth biography, !h!! ~ E£. !!£!. l.tilton, by Edward Phill1ps 1 
appeared :in 1694; and while this book is longer 1 more complete 1 and 
certainly a more detailed literaey history of Uilton•s 1t0rks, it added 
veey little concrete intormation that had not already been contributed 
by the earlier biographers. However, Edward Phillips• biography, and 
later John Toland's biography, !!!£ ~ 2£ ~ 1lilton1 published as a 
pre.face to the first collected edition of Milton's prose in 1698, give 
a more constructive sympathetic portrait of Milton•s public and private 
life. Although Toland did· not lmow llilton, he did know his widow and 
the earlier biographers; and while he does follow the earlier biographies 
at.times, he gives mch more attention to Milton in relationship to the 
political and religious background. Toland's !2f! reveals, like the 
earlier biographies, that Milton undertook a part in the church government 
iii 
controversy to ofter his objective opinion. Toland, however, continued, 
stating that Jlilton•s denouncing or the Episcopacy »was onq a service 
to the Presbyterians by accident," for Uilton did not intend •by humbling 
the Hierarchy, to set up the Consistorian Tribunal in the room of it. 0 
For the first time, Toland gives us an explanation concerning Milton•s 
Presbyterianism, and later, gives an explanation regarding the Presby-
terians: 
All the consequences of this Tyranny (Presbyterianism), 
as depriving men of their natural liberty, stifling 
their Parts, introducing of Ignorance, ing:rossing all 
advantages to One Party, and the like, were perpetually 
objected before the Civil Wars by the Presbyterians to 
tho BishopsJ but no sooner were they possest of the 
Bishops Pulpits and Power, than they exercis'd the same 
authority with ioore intolerable Rigor and Severity. 
Towards the end of tho seventeenth century published works on 
Milton turned from biography to criticism of Pnradise ~· Six edi-
tions or Paradise~ were published before 1700, and while previous 
interest in Miltan was primarily biographical, the new criticism placed 
its greatest emphasis. on the religious philosophy of John Milton as ex-
pressed in Paradise ~· Andrew Marvell published the complimentary 
verses, "Q!! M!:• Milton's Paradise~" in 1674 and John Dryden gave 
Milton high praise as a representative of the English heroic tradition 
in his crit1cial essays and in 1688 in an epiLTam: 
Three poets, in three distant ages born, 
Greece, Italy, and England did adorn, 
The first in lof!-iness of thoucht surpresaed, 
The next in majesty, in both the ·last. 
The force oi' nature could no further goJ 
To make a third she joined tha i'ormor two. 
This early praise had a tremendous influence in popularizing 
Paradise ~' and we £ind the fifth and sixth editions in 1692 and 
1695 »were now so woll received, that notnithstanding the price ot it 
iv 
was four times greater than before 1 the sale increased double the 
number eveey year. n John Dennis continued tho influence in 1704 with 
his discussion of Paradiso ~ and epic poetry in his essay "The 
Grounds 0£ Criticism in Poetrytt and Joseph Addison strengthened the 
popularity in 1712 when he wrote six essays on the epic for the ~­
ta.tor. The essays were issued on consecutive Saturdays and each essay 
dealt with _Par._a_di_s_e ~as a whole. Those csaays were followed by 
twelve more essays, also issued on conaeout1 ve Saturdays 1 each dealing 
with one book of Paradise ~· Later Gilbert Burnet contributed a 
biographical sketch in lliatorz Ef ~ £!!! Times in 17241 and Samuel 
Johnson aroused much excitement when his series of essays on Paradise 
I.oat were published 1n the Rambler in 1751 and again when his biograph1 
-
or Milton was published in 1779· 
The years that followed produced very little criticism. The men 
who were considered the leading literary critics failed to produce 
constructive or objective criticism. The essays that were written were 
published as prefaces to collected works and consisted of a biography 
and an interpretative criticism of the mrk or 110rka collected. The 
most notable of these early scholars nro Thomas Newton, Thomas Burgess, 
John Mitford, Thomas Birch, Elizah Fenton, and John and Henry Richter. 
It was still conceived, however, that John Milton 1'aS an orthodox 
Christian of the Calvinistic faith. ~ Doctrina Christiana being unpub-
lished, few critics or scholars realized the .Arian tendencies in Milton's 
theology, and while his Arminianism., if it were realized, did no harm to 
the prevailing Anglican belief 1 it was usually passed unnoticed even by 
persons ot Calvinistic background •. Paradiso~ appealed equally to all 
seats and in 1792 it was maintained that tho epic poem had "contributed 
v 
more to support the orthodox creed than all the books of divinity that 
were ever written•" · 
It uas generally conceived tho.t as an orthodox Christian of the 
Calvinistic faith,, John llilton bad allied himself ldth the Presbyterians 
during the church government controversy.. His five anti-Episcopal pam-
phlets had comnitted him to the Puritan Root and Branch Party and since 
Presbyter1an1am 'WaS the dominating force ldthin the Party,, it was con-
ceived that Milton was a Presbyterian at this time. Throughout almost 
two centuries writers regarded Uilton•s Presbyterianism as an accepted 
fact, and it was not until David JJa.sson1s saven volume·~£!~ 
Uilton: Narrated in Cormexion with .the Political, Ecclesiastical, and 
---- .......---- ......... 
Literary History 2£. !!.!!, ~' that any concrete analysis was presented. 
ltasson concluded that Milton advocated a Presbyterian form of church 
government sind lar to the Presbyterian Kirk 0£ Scotland, later accepting 
Scottish Presbyterianism as established by the Ylestminster Assembly in 
1643, and finally breaking with his adopted roligion when they, the 
Presbyterians, attacked the divorce pamphlets. The Doctrine and Dis-
- --
cipline .2f. Divorce, the first o! tho divorce pamphlets, was printed and 
on sale l August 1643· That Milton wrote this pamphlet, and the ·belief 
that he wrote the later divorce pamphlets, as a result of his marital 
difficulties, will long be a minor point of contl-ovcrsy. The more im-
portant controversy developed during the following months when the di-
vorce pamphlets became the object of advorse criticism. Masson•s account 
of this criticism can hardly be refuted, but Masson and other scholars 
are certain that the outcry against Milton's divorce pamphlets by the 
Presbyterians drove W.lton into the society of the Independents who had 
begun to detest and fear the rise of ProsbytcrianiBti. Thus, scholars 
presented Milton not only as one who was Calvinistic in doctrine, but 
also as one who accepted Oalvin•s ideas 0£ a highly organized church--
the Proobyterian discipline. Such accusations,, they contended, were 
substantiated in Milton's works prior to 1644,, and oven though he ex-
pressed orthodox and Calvinistic Views in 1!!g Doctrine~ Discipline 
vi 
2£ Divorce, it was still conceived that Uilton broko with his adopted 
Presbyterian religion because or repeated attacks on the divorce pamphlets. 
R! Doctrina Christiana came to light in 182.)·and, after its trans-
lation by Charles Sumner, was published in 1625• No one bad attempted 
anything more than a theological interpretation o! Uilton•s poetry, and 
it would appear that with the discovery of the treatise, W.ltonian 
scholarship 1'0Uld flourish and the attitudes of the scholars and the 
general public would be considerably altered. However, Q! Doctrina 
Christiana met 'Vlith indifference and a. document that should have proven 
a valuable conmentary on the religious doctrine underlying Milton.ts 
poetry. was set aside, and Uilton • s poetic craftsmanship became the primary 
object of f1Ver:f critic. 
During the years that followed its publication interest in Milton 
as a controversialist became secondary to the interest in him as a poet. 
Slowly the scholars developed their theories and have long since been 
involved in a controversy that had not existed before 1823. In a pre-
face to "Of True Religion and Heresy, Schism.,, Toleration" in Protestant 
Union, in 1827 1 Thomas Burgess, Bishop or Salisbury, tried to establish 
evidence o! Uilton•s orthodolcy' and to deny the genuineness of~ Doctrina 
Christiana. Sumner, however, presented evidence to prove the authen-
ticity of~ _Do_c_t_ri_n_a Christiana and that llilton was the author. A.fter 
establishment of its authenticity, the treatise ~ proved what bad 
vii 
been partially and reluctantly suspected before: John Milton had de-
parted from the current Protestant orthodoxy in certain important 
respects. His radical viel1S on divorce we1•e quite evident, but in some 
o! the more important points of faith, he revealed a bold independence 
of mind. He modified the doctrine~of prcdestinationJ he ref'used the Son 
equal status with the Father; he asserted tha:t; God created the Universe,, 
not out of nothing, but out of Himself'; to this form of materialism he 
added the belief that Ood endowed matter 11itb the principle of lii'e and 
thoup,ht; and that the body and soul in man were one, not t110. These 1r0re 
Milton's most fundamental beliefs and, strildngly enough, there was an 
elaboration and classification of' these unorthodox views in the early 
parts of~ Doctrina Christiana, and on them are based many of the doc-
trines advanced in the latter portions of the systematic theology. They 
concern God and His efficiency as manifested in His decrees, in generation, 
and in creation; and discuss the nature of God1 predestination, the Son, 
the Holy Spirit, and the creation of the visible and invisible Universe • 
.Q! Doctrina Christiana definitel.lr established Milton's unorthodo:i. 
religious beliefs. Immediately .fol.lowing its discovery, however, scholars 
revealed little interest in tho treatise as a comentary on Milton's 
poetry and pr~se. The more important scholarly issue was centered around 
establishing llhen ~ Doctrina Christiana was 'm"itten. After 1823, be-
girming with Burgesa's attempt to deny the genuineness of De Doctrina 
·-----
Christiana and Sumner's proof of its authenticity, scholars were long 
involved in this Miltonian controversy., Early writers attempted to 
prove that Milton's religious vimrs were unorthodox in his youth, and 
it was not until the poet reached maturity that his views became ortho-
dox. These writers contended that the treatise was probab~ composed 
Viii 
during the first years after his return from Italy' and was the substance 
of familiar lectures on theology to his students. These critics ad-
vanced three main theories for the date of E!?, Doctrina Christianai 
1639-1642, 1643-1645, and 1642-1649.. (Rufus Griswold felt so depressed 
about De Doctrina Christiana., a document he felt Uilton would never 
--------
have given to the press himself and tthich, he felt even stronger~ was 
"on every account" less Erthy of praise than any of his other 1'ritings1 
that he did not include the T10rk in his edition of Milton• s prose in 
1851.) 
More recent writers, ho'Wever, dealing with Milton's theological 
ideas, have argued that Milton was orthodox in his youth and developed 
unorthodox views in later li.f e. To support this theory scholars have 
attempted to reveal orthodox religious beliefs in Milton's early works, 
and are certain that in all his enrly writings he lfaS not only perfectly 
orthodox, but thought or Arianism with conplete abhorence. Therefore, 
the unorthodox statements found in Paradiso Lost and De Doctrina Chris---- - ____ ....__. ....... 
tiana appear to have been written during tho same period, it not simul-
taneouszy, l6.55-166o. 
Holly Hanford has written that nothing we know about Milton or the 
times in which he lived is irrelevant to modern interest, and the mat 
accidental details of his personal and literacy career are worth the 
pains Tlhioh an army' of investigators has taken to assemble them. Hanford 
writes with scholarly authority; no major literary figure in the history 
ot English literature was so much an intrigral part of the history of 
his own times as John Milton. It is the purpose of this study to 
examine the religious controversy, and to present, within a selective 
circle of almost unlimited material, a critical analysis refuting 
mdern scholarship concerned with identifying Hilton with the 
Presbyterians. 
Since the publication of The Life of John Uilton in 1880 Masson•s 
............. ......._....... --- ......-... . 
vie'WS of Uilton have been grea~ mqdificd by later writers 1 with the 
single exception or Masson•s interpretation of Milton's .form of church 
goverrunent, and today Uasson1s interpretation is the only extensive one 
available. Most critics do not attempt to explain Milton's Presby-
terianism, putting forth little e:tf'ort to reveal new evidence concerning 
Milton•s religious convictions and his relationship with the Presbyterians. 
They depend almost completely on ~onclusions roached by Masson, contending 
that Milton advocated a. Presbyterian form of church government in the 
early pamphlets. 
The form of church government as expressed by Milton, while it WB.13. 
presbyterial in structure, it was not Presbyterian or Calvinistic in 
nature. .Modern scholars,, however, fail to realize that these early 
pamphlets reveal a form of church govenunont that would not have agreed 
with the Scottish Presbyterian form of church government and presents 
three principles tha~ the Scottish Presbyterians lmuld have opposed trom 
the very beginning. This point of view, as we have already seen, was 
established in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by writers 
primarily interested in biography. Later, Uasson•a biography presented 
a clearer and fuller picture or Milton and for the first ti.ma attempted 
to substantiate with analytical evidence that llhich had been held as 
truth £or more than two centuries. This point o! view, however, is 
erroneous. There is little or no concrete evidence to prove that Milton 
allied himself with the PreDbyterians, eithor in discipline or in doctrine. 
The religious controversy during the Puritan Revolt involved only 
x 
the question of church government and did not include religious doc-
trine. While there is not concrete evidence to support the theory 
that John Milton had allied himself with the Presbyterians there is 
also very little from which we can draw Uilton'a religious convictions. 
Modern scholarship has substantiated the popular concept concerning 
Milton's orthodoxy at this tim and althour)l soventeenth century ortho-
dox religious doctrine was under the influence o£ Calvin, W.lton was 
not a Calvinist. Thus, having presented analytically evidence to 
prove Milton did not have Presbyterian views concerning church discipline, . 
it becomes necessary to approach the question or doctrine. The latter 
part of this study, therefore, is devoted to the examination of Milton•a 
religious doctrine. Since authorities are not in a position at the 
present time to determine the development of Milton's religious beliefs, 
such an examination must be confined to the doctrine expressed in ~ 
Doctrina ChristillllS.. Thia study proposes to compare this doctrine 
with a composite of orthodox Protestant doctrine in an attempt to show 
that even as late as 1655-166o those points with which Milton agreed 
allied him with all Christian faiths, including the Presbyterians, and 
those points from which he departed also separated him trom all Christian 
faiths including, again, the Presbyterians. The orthodtbx doctrinal 
views from 1'hich Hilton departed in later life are very few and the 
majority of these seem to approach eccentricity rather than heterodoxy 
and we find Milton guilty of tm of!ensea against the orthodox Protes-
tant creedi Arianism and Armianisra. 
cHAPTm mm 
INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND 
In 1640, after eleven years of personal rule by Charles I, Eng-
land was extremely weary and rebellioua. The grievances that existed 
in certain aspects or the church system, and the men who had been in-
otiga tora or these grievances, had caused considerable religious 
agitation,and the country was much divided over the question of 
church government. The main issue at this time lay between the Pre-
latical Party, which was the established discipline, and the non-
conforming Puritans who demanded church reform and the abolition of 
Episcopacy. The Puritans, howe'Ver, having been ouppressed for many 
years by the rigid disciplinarianism or Vfilliam Laud, had gathered 
support against tha prelates with the publication of anti-Episcopal 
pamphlets by a few determined and vociferous leadera.l When the Long 
Parliament assembled on 3 November 1640, the Puritan faction demanded 
more than ever a reformation, and on ll December l~O, fifteen hundred. 
London citizens appeared at 'the House of Cor:mons 1'1.th the Root and 
Branch Petition, demanding that the Episcopal church government be 
1David Masson, The ~ .!2f ~ Milton (London, 1859-80) 1 II {Rev. Ed., 1946), 1747'"' 
2 
abolished. 2 
The Root and Branch attitude in l6liO, however, was negative rather 
than positive and destructive rather than constructive, their main ob-
jective being the abolition of Episcopacy. What was to replace Episco-
pacy was relatively unimportant and vague until the Bishops had been 
removed, and it is generally conceived that the Puritan Root and Branch 
Party in 1640/41 was divided into two .fundamentally opposed concepts. 
On the one aide there were the Presbyterians who felt that a com-
plete reform.or the English church was nn.atteµpt to reorganize society, 
and who wiahed to keep society organized ns a church with large powers 
over moral and intellectual lire. The recent revolt in the Scottish. 
church in 1638 was the freshest and nearest example tor imitation and 
the Presbyterians advocated some form o£ the consistorial model then 
established in Scotland as tho best .f'orm or church goverrnnent for. Eng-
land. There was, however, no perfect or precise agreement as to. the 
degree of similarity.3 On the othor side there were the Independents. 
Thie group had broken earlier with the Church or England and had become 
a gathering of Baptista, Bronnists, and a great many other sects and 
schisms. The Independents advocated the principle of liberty of con-
science, regarding spiritual.compulsion by tho Presbyterians as prodi-
gious as that of the Prelaty and regarding aocioty as a secular 
nationalistic state composed on individual.a bound o~ to civil 
obedience. 
2John R. Green, ! Shorter HistoEZ 2£ ~ Etmlish People (Nmr 
York, 1901), P• $29. · 
3uasaon1 II, 199· 
The main principle of Independency1 however, was the completeness 
of every congregation of believers within itself, each selecting its 
own office bearers and managing its ol111 af.faira·independently,4 while 
the Presbyterians advocated a presbyterial government with order and 
effective administration, declaring that Indopondency with its prin-
3 
ciple or toleration opened the door to all kinda o.f seats and schisms. 
Although the essential difference between the two groups was relatively 
small, the Presbyterians were by far the stroneer group and it is prob-
able, without the necessity of calling in Scottish aid and adopting the 
the Solemn League and Covenant, the Long Parliament would have established 
a presbyterian church government sinilar to tho Reformed Church of 
Scotl.and.5 
The union of church and state was universally accepted during the 
middle of the seventeenth century. The convenience of such a union was 
of fundamental importanoe to civil administration and to ecclesiastical 
administration, and it was the unanimoua conviction that toleration o! 
sects and schisms was incompatible with the successful maintenance of a 
state church. 
During the early days of the Puritan Root and Branch Party the 
toleration principle must have been one 0£ controversy, and this im-
portant issue, no doubt, had been contemplated by wery party and sect 
comprising the Puritan Root and Branch Party. The problem, however, 
was not toleration, but the exceptions to the principle voiced by each 
4Ibid. 1 II, 535· 
5r'11lliam A. Shaw, ! History £! the English Church (New York, 
1900), I, 14. 
party and tho amount of deviation f'ron the church that should be tol-
erated. If we are to believe Masson, the history of tho Church of Eng-
land might have been altered had a toleration principle been adopted by 
the Presbyterians, and there could have been toleration with an estab-
lished Presbyterian State Church. lfasson•a proposal is essentially that 
advocated by the Independents. Generally this View hold that it was the 
duty 0£ the state to promote the formation of churches and to see that 
the churches organized nere not wrong in doctrine or in practice. Civil 
authority might lawfully compel all its subjects to some sort of hearing 
of the Gospel with a view to their belonging to churches or congregations, 
and might even assist the preachers by some lmip of penalties on those 
who remained obstinate after a due amount of hearing. This proposal, 
however, was not acceptable to the Presbyterians. The Presbyterians 
wanted toleration £or themselves. Soco or them went to the extreme, 
in preparation ror the Solemn Leaguo and Covenant, advocating the sub-
sti tution o! Presbytorianism for EpiscopaC"/ as the state church with 
the prerogative ot being intolerant. 
Arter the Second Bishops War in 1641, a group of Scottish Commis-
sioners proposed a settlement bemecn England and Scotland that appeared 
before Parliament in the form of a document entitled, "Demands Toward a 
Treaty.n6 The eight articles included in the document called for a 
financial settlement on the part of England, the eighth and final arti-
cle including a provision for a uniform religion in the tl'IO countries. 
6iteriey Woods, Tho Hist°212! ~ Presbyterian Controvers1 
(Inuiaville, Ky., 18431, P• l2 • 
Parliament rejected tho provision and within a tow months Oliver Cromwell 
and Henry.Vane introduced the Root and Branch Bill into Parliament• 
In the debates that followed, the Puritan Root and Branch Party, 
under the leadership of Cromwell and Vane, advocated a scheme of church 
government that w:>uld be some modification of Scottish Presbyterianism. 
The form of church goverrunent. that eventually grow out of the Root and. 
Branch Bill was indefinite but it did advocate a separation or church 
and state, with church authority invested in representative bodies.made 
up of lllinisters and lay-elders.7 
Parliament, at this point, appeared to bo ready to establish a form 
of presbyterian church government, when it became necessary to call in 
Scottish aid. The Scots were willing to aid the Long Parliament in its 
strife with the King if the two countrien could unite in some common 
form of church government not essentially different from Scottish Pres-
byterianism. Parliament agreed to the Scottish proposal and in August, 
1643, Alexander Henderson formulated the Solenm League and Covenant. 
When the League and Covenant was returned to England for considera-
tion, Pai•liament invited four Scottish ministers to be members of the 
Westminster Assembly to direct the Assembly in tho strict Presbyterian 
direction. During the debate in tho Westminster Assembly, the Indepen-
dents, with the support of a fml Presbyterians, stood in opposition to 
the Covenant and £ought vigorouszy to prevent Scottish Presbyterianism 
from becomtng England's adopted religion. Had there-been no opposition 
to Scottish Presbyterianism, it would not have been necessary for Parlia-
ment to have invited Henderson and a group of Scottish ministers to 
7Yasson, II, 234. 
6 
direct the Assemb~ in the strict Presbyterian direction, since it is 
probable that, without the necessity or calling in Scottish aid and 
adopting the Solemn League and Covanant,·the Long Parliament would have 
established a presbyterian church eovarnment. But there was no alter-
native; Parliament was pledged to the adoption of Scottish Presbyterianism. 
The League and Covenant was a i·a.formation 1rl.thin the Church of Eng-
land in an attempt to establish Scottish Presbyterianism, and included 
not only Presbyterian doctrine and church govornnont, but also church 110r-
ship and church discipline. Although Laud was no longer around to talce 
citizens before,the Star-Chamber for rofusing to confonnto the hated 
high-church, an anti-toleration principle still dominated England's 
church government. The Presbyterians had areued with the Independents 
that a toleration principle would endanger the church by encouraging 
sects and schisms, and in its place had advocated a limited tolerationJ 
a toleration of Presbyterians. 
As the Covenant circulated through London, all members of Parliament 
aigned; and John Milton, as a London householder also must have signed. 8, 
This does not prove, however, that all members of Parliament, or Milton, 
were in complete agreement with the Covenant or that they were satisfied 
with Scottish Presbyterianism. There appeared many objections to the 
Covenant and it was regarded as a relieiousand civil test, subjecting 
any person who did not sign it to be reg.nrdod as an enemy to religion 
and to his country.9 
Milton's early anti-Episcopal tracts had been written in 1640/41 
8rbid. 1 II, 13. 
9woods, Prespyterian Controversy, P• J5. 
when the Root and Branch cause had boon the abolition of Episcopacy. 
The general idea 0£ church reform at that time was indefinite, and 
while it was, in a sense, presbyterian, and from the Root and Branch 
Petition, it appears Scottish Presbyterianism was not contemplated. 
It is possible Uilton 1s pamphlets were accepted by the Presbyterians 
because they opposed t.lie Episcopacy. The views expressed in the pam-
phlets appear to bo more Congregationalism than Presbyterianism,, and 
would not have met with Scottish Presbyterian approval. On the other 
hand, had Milton anticipated the Solomn Leaei.ie and Covenant, and that 
Scottish Presbyterianism would replace the Episcopacy, he no doubt 
would have rejected it from the very boeinning. 
The Presbyterian State Church, as proposed for England by the 
Westminster Assembly in August, 1643, does not meet Milton's descriP-:.. 
tion of church government as outlined in tho early pamphlets, and the 
pamphlets stand in direct conflict vdth tho Covenant on three basic 
principles: (l) it denied toleration to tho non-conforming sects and 
schisms; (2) it repudiated the doctrine of separation of church and 
state; and (3) it rejected democracy in church orcanization. 
7 
Milton had promoted the cause of Protostant toleration and it is 
probable he had conceived the principle lone before it was expressed in 
tho pamphlets. Milton '\'IAS in strict opposition to the enforcing or any 
uniform belief and !elt that the multitude of sects and schisms mani-
fested "those that are sound-hea.rted."lO In dee.anding toleration for 
the sects and schisms, Milton thought it ouch better to have a variety 
lOThe Reason of Church Governoent 1 Columbia, V, 222. 
- -
of doctrine and belief than one uniformed. throughout tho country,· se-· 
cured through the suppression or i'ree thought.11 
Before the Solemn League and Covenant was signed, the·toleration 
principle mat have been one of controversy. Yfhile Milton writes in 
8 
favor of such a principle, he does not write as one who considers him-
self a aember or a sect or schism. ·If tho ScottiDh Presbyterians had 
ever advocated a toleration principle in their form of church eoverninent, 
it is quite likely Milton would have considered and accepted Presbyter-
ianism, and it is possible he had conceived just that, £or he tells us 
later: 
As £or the Party called Presbyterians of whom I 
believe very many to be b'Ood and faithful Christians 
though misled by some of turbulent spirit, I wish 
them earnestly and calmly not to fall off .from their 
first principlos.12 
and continued, explaining that one of those firs~ principles ·was 
toleration: 
Lat them (Presbyterians) not oppouo their beat 
!riends and aasocio.tes, tvho oolest thom. not at 
all, infringe not the least or their liberties, 
unless they call it their liberty to bind other 
men's consciences, but are still seckine1to live at peaco with them and brotherly accord. 3 
It had been argued that with the rci::x>val of Episcopacy sects and 
schisms wuld arise, and the Presbyterians who followed also fought 
against tho principle of toleration. To grant toleration meant the re-
lease of repeated attacks ag~inst their cherished state church, and the 
llibid. J v' 225. 
- . 
12The Tenure or Kings ~ MafE.strates, Columbia, V, 41. 
lJi:bid., v, 42. 
-
Presbyterians had no desire to grant tolci-ation to the multitude ot 
independent sects. 
9 
Under the Episcopacy, and later under the Presbyterians, centra-
lized authority had marked the entire governmental structure of the 
Church '?r England. The Presbyterians, however, thought that the new 
state church, purged or its ceremonies and consecrations, and more demo-
cratic in government, represented a victory for the reforming Puritans 
over the Prelates and felt that a sottlod state church would bring peace 
and harmony to England's confused population.14 
Although Milton seemed to advocate a presbyterial church government, 
he was also an apostle of toleration lrl. th a dominant passion for liberty. 
Vlhereas complete toleration of sects and schiatns does not mean a separa-
tion of church and state, J.lilton desired a toleration principle with a 
separation of church and state. He felt a country that fostered a state 
church 1t0uld soon becone a church state: a natural tyrant in religion 
and in the state the agent and minister of tyi•anny. 
Milton at this time was a monarchist15 and he argued in the earq 
pamphlets that a hierarchy of power in·the church "Was dangerous to the 
throne, and it was for this reason he advocated a presbyterial system 
of church government. Milton no douht thought that a democratic presby-
terial system ll'Ould conform to tho state of England, but it ie evident 
that he did not realize the Scottish PreDbyterians would entorce a state 
l.4vonald M. Wolfe, Milton ,!!:! ~ Puritan Revolution {New York, 
1941)' p. 77. ' . 
15James n. Hanford, John Milton, Englishnian (New York!, 1949) I 
P• 84. -
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church without toleration and would ev.entually be no different than 
the Episcopacy. 
The Long Parliament,, having broken ID.th the Episcopal hierarchy, 
had BWll!loned the Westminster Assembly in 16h3 to advise them concerning 
the reformation of religion. The great majority of the Assembly,ms 
Presbyterian and disposed to follow Scottish Presbyterianism,, having no 
more thought of toleration than had Laud hirtlBelf. There were included 
in the Assembly, however, some representatives of the Independent Party 
who asked for recognition of the separatist tradition, and there 1'8r.e 
also scattered members of oore denocratic and sectarian groups who were 
rallying support for the Assembly 'minority.16 
Uilton no doubt responded to this Independent faction. The early 
tracts had advocated an individual freodon, an advocacy that had un-
knowingly mado him an Independent from the very beginning. Thus, .fully 
understanding tho Root and Branch causo, Uilton departed from it, and it 
became necesaary that he undertake the larger Independent cause just as 
he had undertaken tho earlier cause against tho Episcopacy in 1641. 
Tho most prominent Puritan eect during Milton's childhood 'WaS Pres-
byterian, and while the State Church was Anglican, the universities had 
fallen into the extremity of Calvinism. The podagogues appeared to de-
light only' in the expression of the most violent dogma.17 Men had come 
to recognize, under the rule or Queon Elizabeth, that England needed a 
national and independent church as ;vell as a national and independent 
state. Theorists were striving .to donationalize relicion by introducing 
16rbid., P• 122. 
l7Hcnry D. Trail and James S. lla.nn, Social .Encrlan_2 (New York, 
1909), Vol. V, Section I. 
the Geneva System,18 and theology was supreme in the universities~ 
Young John Milton became quite familiar with tl1e history of the 
church controversy that had be{."Un in 1534, when Henry VIII broke with 
the Roman Catholic Church and established the Anglican State Church. 
11 
During the years that followed, the church controversy continued, but 
with relatively little contention. Hmvever, before the death of Queen 
Elizabeth in 1603, the controversy broke anew: the Puritan faction began 
a general \tlthdrawl from the Ancllcan Church_, organizing individual 
sects and demanding a complete refo:mation o.r religion in England. 
Presbyterianism, strictly speaking, was a system of church govern-
IJent, and was not neceosarily allied to any one system of doctrine. 
However, histoI"J shows it so steadily inclining toward, and so generally 
aasociated with the system of doctrine coramonly atyled Calvinistic, as 
to auggent the existence of strong affinities. The Calvinistic struggle 
for England in the si.."'Cteenth century was victorious so far as doctrine 
was. concerned. The Thirty-nine Articles of tho Church of England could 
have been capable of a Calvinistic interpretation. Article XVII, on 
Predestination, w...a.s obviously Calvinistic: 
Predestination to life is tho everlasting purpose 
of God, whereby (before the foundations of the 
world were laid) he hath constantly decreed by his 
counsel, sccrot to us, to deliver from curse and 
damnation mankind, and to bring them by Christ to 
everlaating salvation, an vessels made to honour. 
Wherefore they be endured with so excellent a benefit 
of God, be called according to God 1 a purpose by his 
Spirit \forkine in due season: they through grace obey 
the calling; they be mo.de sons of God by adoption: 
they be made like tho i.ma.ge of his only begotten Son, 
Jesus Christ: they walk religiously in good works: and 
at length, by God's mercy, they attain to everlasting 
:feliclty. 
l8rbid. 1 Vol. V, Section I.. 
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There is no point in attempting to prove the Articles were taken 
from or influenced by Calvin. It ie sufficient to note that a reading 
of the Articles shows numerous points of doctrine l'lhich are compatible 
with Calvinism and in which Calvin tlight see wch of his own doctrine. 
The Articles arc strong evidence of tho maturation of Calvinistic the-
ology in England toward the end of tho sixteenth century, and of the 
acceptance it received in the hiehest circles of the Anglican Church.19 
Vihile Calvinism and Anglicanism held essentially the same doctrine, 
they di.£f ered only in the form 0£ church government by 'Vlhich the identi-
cal doctrine was to be administered. But it 1..a.s on the questions of wor-
ship and church government that the invaaion of Calvinism ms repelled, 
and it was for these reasons that tho English Puri tans proposed the abo-
lition of Episcopacy and the establishing of a presbyterial form of 
church government. The arguments of the unyielding English Puritans 
were on points of worship and ceremony: they protested against the 
pontifical garments, desired to sit at communion rather than accept the 
kneeling position, protested the vestments, proposed alterations to the 
Prayer Book, and asserted the right to determine standards of discipline. 
The English Puri tans were thought to be the most vigorous of the 
religious parties, "having a great part of the best captains and soldiers 
on their sido.n20 The extreme tenets of the Puritan group concerning 
church government were many: they r;ould dissolve all gifts or bishoprics 
and deaneries by the monarchs, and all patronages; all ecclesiastical 
19charles D. Cremeans, ~Reception £f. Cnlvinis~io Thou@t in 
England, Illinois Studies in tho Social Sciences (Urbana, Ill. ,1949), 
P• 76. 
20oeorge B. Harrison, !h2 Elizabethan Journals (London, 1938),, 
P• 27. 
functions should be elective by tho people or their elders; they would 
dissolve the monarch's power of final appeal in all ecclesiastical 
causes; all ecclesiastical causes would be md~ froo an Eldership Con-
sistory to a Coni'erence, thence to a Provincial Synod, lastly to a 
National Synod \Thich -muld be final; in all mattors of the church the 
highest authority vrould belong to tha eldcrohip; and, they said, "it 
was unlawful for any state to tolerate the prooent eovernment F.ccle-
aiastical, for it is falso, unlawful, bastardly, and unchristian and 
can be defended by no eood and sound subject. 11 21 
The non-coni'orming Puri tan theonr vas as thoroughly Calvinistic 
as Scottish Presbyterianism, but it Vias by no means an imitation of 
Scottish Calvinisr.i during its revolutionary, phase. The hope of many 
English Presbyterians was that the Church of Encl.and mir;ht be trans-
!omed into a prosb'.rter structure by parliaoentary action. However, 
froo the teaching or Ducer and Knox there appeared a concept of reform 
that came to be called "a reduction of Episcopacy." Thoma.a Sampson, 
in a lotter to William Cecil in 1573, explained and suggested that a 
good model for the rei'ormed government of the English Church might bo 
found in Martin Bucer's E£ Resno Christi, a book vhich the reformer bad 
Tll'i tten for Edward VI. 22 Sampson assured Cecil that though the system 
outlined in this provided a church gove1·nnent by pastors and minis tors 1 
bishops, each with a council of presbyters, Trould be set over areas of 
twenty parishes, to maintain efficiency in preaching and discipline. 
21 4 Ibid., P• 3 O. 
-
22cre~eans, Calvinistic ThouEht, P• 99 
They would be rid of "proud prelates" 'Wi.th their "great dominions," 
and, in the interests of effective preaching and pastoral care, would 
divide the dioceses "so that for every one as they be now (for the 
most part) be made ten.n 
In spite of the general agreement of the Puritans and the Church 
of England on Calvinistic theology, the separation of the two groups 
was fundamental. However, while the tm parties disputed on poll ty, 
vestments and ceremonies, the Puritans tried to stay in the Church of 
England and maintain their loyalty to the state. They had tried to 
follow Calvin's counsels of moderation and had failed to bring any satis-
.f'actory reformation within the Church of England. The complete rejection 
of unscriptural rites and ceremnies by the Puritans, and their later 
aninlls against Episcopacy was a radicalism that was in contrast with 
Calvin's conciliatory attitudes in his correspondence with the Anglicans. 
No doubt this caused Calvin much anguish at his English disciples, and 
there is no evidence to conclude that Calvin would have favored what the 
Engli~h Puritans attempted.23 Tlrus, as a minority group under the 
leadership of Thomas Cartwright and Walter Travers, the Puritans worked 
out their o1¥Il program of' reformation. It was not until 1$70, beginning 
with Cartwricht's series or lectures at Cambridge on the~£!.!!!! 
Awstles, that the Puritans made clear their concepts of the function of 
the church and of church government; and the Puritan emphasis upon eccle-
siastical polity was given its authoritative form three years later by 
Walter Travers in his book, ! ~ !n,c! Plaine Declaration EI. Ecclesiastical 
23John T. l!oNeill, !!!! History!!!! Character 2£. Calvinism (New 
York, 19$4), P• 314• 
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Discipline ~ £! .!d!! !2£2 ~ ~· 24 There was no longer aey doubt as 
to the real conflict. 
For al.moat seventy-five years the Puritans had been urging that the 
Church or England should have a purer and lllOre Scriptural form of church 
government,, purer doctrines, purer worship and purer living. As a result 
of the Root and Branch Petition the opportunity had arisen. Parliament 
accordingly called together tho Vleatminster Assembly of Divines. ·The 
Assembly had not proceeded very far with its work llhen the tide of the 
First Civil War began to turn against the parliamentary forces and Par-
llament hurriedly sent to Scotland to seek military aid. The Scottish 
poople agreed to send aid on the condition that all members of the West-
minster Assembly· and all members of Parliament sign the Solemn League 
and Covenant drawn up by the Scots. 
With the arrival of the Scottish Coil'lld.saioners and the signing of 
the Solemn League and Covenant in September, 16431 the Assembly made a 
radical change in its 110rk. Prior to this tho Assembly had spent most 
of its time trying to revise the Thirty-nine Articles, and seemed to 
have no thought of making a new Con!'ession of Faith.25 But now the 
Assembly laid aside the Thirty-nine Articles and proceeded to reform the 
Church of England in both discipline and doctrine: (l) The Directory tor 
the Public Worship ot God was completed in December, 1644, and approved 
by Parliament in January, 1645 J (2) The Con!'esaion of Faith was completed 
in December,, 1646, and approved by Parliament in March, 1648; (3) The 
24cremeans, Calvinistic ThouGht, P• BS. 
25\valter· L. Lingle, Presbyterians: Their History and Beliefs 
(Richmond, Va., 1944), P• 59. -
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I.Arger and Shorter Catechisms were completed in the autumn of 1647, 
and approved by Parliamnt in September,, l.648; and (4) The Form of 
Church Government and Ordination was completed in November, l.644, and 
approved by Parliament in 1648. 
Early in the Assembly the attention or. the Divines was drawn away 
from other matters to settle upon a government :for the church. Parlia-
ment deemed it necessary to settle this matter as quickly as possible 
to prevent the church from plunging .into anarchy. 26 · About nine ·months 
had elapsed since the passing or the bill !'or abolishing the Episcopal 
form of church government, during Tlhich time there was rx> form of church 
government in Engl.and. It is not surprising, therefore, that we find 
the Assetlbly urged to pl.ace settlement in policies of government ahead 
of other matters. The ttPropositions" were completed within several 
JIX>nths and were taken by the Scottish Commissioners to their own General 
Assembly which met in Edinburgh February 101 1645, where they were ap-
proved.27 It appears strange that Parlianent delayed final action on 
the "Propositions Concerning Church Government" tor so long ai'ter having 
so urgently laid the matter before the Assembly and ai'ter making repeated 
requests that the Assembly send to them such portions as they had com-
pleted. 
The central feature of Presbyterianism is the government o! each 
congregation by the minister and a council of elders chosen by the church 
26Jlorsey D. Ellis, ~Pres erian System£! Church Governments 
Its History and Its Characteristics Union Theological Seminary in 
llivinia, l9m 1 Unpublished Doctorate Dissertation, P• 64. 
27Ibid., P• 85. 
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for that purpose, and all of equal official rank and authority~ Thia, 
they contended could be tra.Ced throughout the New 1'estament. The !unc-
tions of the minister were to , preach the Scriptural Word, ·instruct and 
admonish, to administer the sacraments, and with the elders, to make 
moral and spiritual corrections within the coneregation.28 Candidates 
for the pastoral office gave proof ·of' their vocation to it; first by 
passing a test in doctrine and being approved in moral conduct, . and · 
second, through the staees of presentation by the ministers, acceptance 
by a presbyterial council, and consent· or tha congragation. 29 
Elders were ordained by the minister of the coneregation by prayer. 
The alder's duties, apart !'ram general oversight, were stated to in-
clude visiting the sick, arousing the careless, instructing the young, 
guiding and encouraging inquirers, and edifying and comforting'be-
lievers.30 Tho Sessions delegated the elders of a congregation to the 
higher courts, and all ministers in o!!ice were members· of the General 
Assemb:cy-. 
The spiritual oversight or each congregation was committed to the 
minister and to the elders. This .first unit or church discipline, the 
congregational Presbytery, was made up from one large congregation or 
two or three smaller associated congregations. This congregational 
Presbytery ms called the Session. The minister had his own duties to 
perform as teacher and preacher, but in the matter of rule, he had no 
28ucNeill, Calvinism, P• 161. 
29Ibid. , P• · 161. 
30o. D. Henderson, Presbyterianism (Aberdeen, England, 1954), 
P• 14~. 
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individual authority, but acted as moderator of the .Session, With. no 
deliberative but a casting vote.31 
Its representative system of government enabled Presbytf'..rianism 
to maintain the unity of the church over a td.de area. England was to be 
divided into many districts,, in each.of which the approximately twelve 
congregations, the strong and the weak,. were, bound together equally under 
the . common administration of the Class is. The Class is was composed . of 
the minister and one or more elders elected by the Session, of each .con-
gregation within. the district. An appeal from all decisions of a Session 
was to the Olassis •. Likewise, while the ministers were elected by their· 
respective congregations, they held office by the authority of the 
Class is, and vmre accountable to the Class is alone for the discharge ot 
their duties. 
Sirpilarly, the Classis were grouped together to form tho third.unit, 
the Province, or the Synod. The Synod was conposed of approximately 
twelve Olasais and included all the Sessions in each Classie. The Synods 
combined to· form the General Assembly, which in most cases consisted of 
the ministers-and representative elders o! a certain prpportion-.ahalf, 
a third, or a tourth--ot the congregations in each Classie, in rotation. 
The minister and elders from each congregation were to meet in eon-
gregational Presbytery, the Session,, once a week and in a Classie onoe a 
month. The Synods met twice a year and the General Assembly, the Supreme 
Court of the Presbyterian Church,, met in nearly all cases once a year or 
as often as Parliament should decide.32 The dcoisions of the various 
31Masson, III, 51. 
32Ibid., III, $). 
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representative assemblies were to be bind'-ng on mem?ers within their 
durisdiction, · and the General Assembly was to be tho final court of 
appeal, its decisions and acts being binding on individuals, congre-
gations, and the Nation, the fourth unit of the Presbyterian Church. 
Through this gradation of representative courts the Presbyterian polity 
enabled the church to maintain its organic unity, conformity, and con-
trol over the widest area desirable. 
CHAPTER 'lWO 
John Milton revealed strong anti-Episcopal feelings in 11Lyc1das" 
in 1638 before departing !or Italy, and there appears· to be little 
doubt that ha sided with the Root and Branch Party £rom the very be-
ginning• · "Lycidas" was Milton's i'irst worlc in three years. Although 
"Camus" had been published in 16,371 it had boen written in 1634, and 
from that date until he 1Vr0te "Lycidas" in 1637, and from 1637 until 
ha wrote 2f Reformation in 1641, Uilton wrote nothing as i'ar as we 
know. "Lyoidas,n therefore, stands in the center of an otherwise 
vacant seven year period. In "Lycidas" there is a twenty-nine line 
digression on Episcopacy1 that reveals evidenoo to conclude that Milton 
was disoatisfied with the Church of F.ngland, and that he already had a 
bitter hatred for the Episcopal clcre;y. It is even suggested that this 
digression represents both a conclusion and a prelude in Milton's life: 
a conclusion to the Cambridge Period and a prelude to the ecclesiastical 
controversy. 
The prose statement at the beginning of "]'qcidaa,n 
In this Monody the author bewails a learned Friend, 
unfortunately drowed in his passage from Chester 
1r•Iqcidas,n Columbia, I, 80-81, 11. 103-l)l. 
on the Irish Seas, 1637; and by occasion, fore-
tells the ruin of our corrupted clergy, then in 
their height. 
was not printed in 1638 when the poem was published in Justa Fdovardo 
!!!Yl1 but was added in 164.5 when the first volume of Milton's poetry 
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was published. Since "Lycidaa" did not have a wide circulation in 1638, 
Milton probably wished to announce that he. had foretold the ruin of the 
prelates. Milton, however, waa not the first to foretell the ruin of 
the prelates. On Friday, 2.5 August 16.37, there was fastened to the 
north gate of St. Paul's, 
The government of the Church of.Englftd is a cail.dle 
in the snuff, going out in a stench. 
It is quite possible Milton heard of this action, and the note referring 
to William Laud as the "arch4Volf ," on one of his frequent trips to Lon-
don. Such gallantry could have given Milton the idea tor this allegorical 
satire. 
The digression is typical of pastoral poetry but Milton's satirical 
use of the digression is a masterpiece. In using St. Peter to attack the 
clergy, Milton is speaking through the identical person whose words had 
been misinterpreted to establish Papacy. Not only is Milton speaking, 
denouncing and foretelling the ruin of Episcopacy, but St. Peter is also 
speaking, denouncing the very people who esteem him as the first Bishop 
of Rome, because they have misinterpreted his re.al significance and the 
true form of church government as decreed by Ood. 
st. Peter was the Apostle to whom Christ had comnitted the 
2ttThe Diary of William Laud," Seventeenth Centur;: Prose ~ 
Pootey (New York, 1929), eds. Robert P. T. Coffin and Alexander 
ii. Witherspoon (Rev. Ed., 1946), P• 1.50. 
guardianship of His ·church and was esteer:ied by early Christians as the 
first Bishop of Rome. .Therefore, every succeeding Bishop o! Rome was 
~. imnediate successor to Peter,. and it was believed that his position 
was identical w.i.th that to Peter as primate .of .the Universal Church, 
and that he was also endowed by the Savior l'lith the same prerogatives 
as was Peter.3 Striking at the prelates through the voice of their be-
loved first Bishop, Milton :was not being hypocritical •. He recognized 
the fact that 11-.his position rested primarily on Biblical and historical 
texts and was both dogmatic and traditional. In !.!!! Reason !?.!, Church 
Government he tells us: 
No less to the contempt of him whom they teien to 
be the archfounder of prelaty, St. · Peter, who 1 by 
what he wri tea in the fifth chapter or his .first 
epistle, should seem to be i'or another man than 
tradition reports him1 there he comnita to the 
presbyters only full authority, both of feeding 
the flock and episcopatine; and commands that 
obedience be given to them as to tho mighty hand 
of God, which is his mighty ordinance. Yet all 
this was as nothing to repel the venturous boldness 
of innovation that ensued, cha?l£ing the decrees of 
God that are immutable, as i£ they had been breathed 
by man."' 
Milton, in satirizing the corrupt clergy in °Lycidas 1 n thought the 
:>ishops were violating not only the decrees or God, but the commands of 
>t. Peter as well; for Peter in addressing his tell.aw elders in the fifth 
mapter of his first epistle told them: 
Tend the flock of God that is your charge not by 
constraint but willingly, not for shameful gain 
but eagerly, not as domineering over those in 
3An Encyclopedia of Relie:Lon, ed. Vergillius T. A. Ferm 
(New York, 1945), P• 579. 
Urrhe Reason of Church Government, Colnmbia, III, 193. 
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your charge but being examples to the flock. 
St. Peter was not a shepherd by occupation,, but a fisherman,, "the 
Pilot of the Galilean Lake." Christ bade him to relinquish this oc-
cupation: as a fisherman and "henceforth you will be catching men." 
According to Biblical texts Christ gavo. Peter "the keys of the kingdom 
of heaven" and in so doing, according to tradition and dogma, gave him 
uni.tied and unqualified executive power. Milton had this in mind when 
he wrotes 
Two massy keys he bore or iootals twain 
(The golden opes, the iron shuts amain) 
Immediately ai'ter this, Milton presents St. Peter carrying "two massy 
keys" shaking his "mitred locks" preparinn to denounce the prelates. 
What could be more satirical? 
The following two liness 
Anow ot such as, for their bellies' sake, 
Creep, and intrude, and climb into the fold. 
reveal that Milton 198.S not at all satisfied with the clergy or the method 
of taking ministerial orders in the Church ot Engl.and. Ruskin interprets 
these lines: 
First those who "creep" into tho fold, 'Who do not care 
for office, nor name, but for secret influence, and do 
all thines occultly and cunningly, consenting to any 
servility of office or conduct, so only that they may 
intimately discern, and unawares direct, the minds or 
men. Then those who "intrude" themaolves into the fold, 
who, by natural insolence of heart, and stout eloquence 
on tongue, fearlessly perseverant self-assertion, obtain 
hearing and authority lrl.th the coll?llOn crowd. Lastly 
those vdlo "climb", who, by labor and learning both stout 
and sound, but selfishly asserted in the cause of their 
own ambition, gain high dignities and authorities, and 
become "lords over the heritace", though not· "ensamples 
to the flock." 
And in writing these lines Milton must have had the following Biblical 
verse, John 10:1, near at hand: 
Truly, truly, I say to you, he mo does not enter 
the sheep fold by the door but climbs in by another 
way, , that man ia a thief and a robber. 
From the following lines: 
or other care they little reckoning make 
Than how to scramble at the shearers• £east, 
And shove away the \'\'Orthybiddcn guest. 
24 
llilton reveals a strong resentment to'\"lard the bishops who were not ful-
filling their duty and responsibility to tho people, and who were depen-
dent on the "'Whore PluralitY'' to benefit themselves. 
In The Reason of Church. Government Milton was to express the belief 
- ---------
that "discipline is the practice work of preaching directed and applied" 
and the most important factor in church eoverment. In "Lycidaa," five 
years be.fore The Reason of Clmrch Government, llilton expressed: 
- -
Blind mouthsJ tha.t scarce themselves know h01f 
to hold 
A sheep-hook, or have learnt aught else the 
least, 
That to the faithful Herdman's art belongsl 
There is no doubt he is addressing the bishops. Ruskin interprets 
"Blind mouthsl" 
A "bishop11 means "a person who sees." A "pastor" 
means "a person who reeds." · The oost unbishoply 
character a man can have is, therefore, to be 
blind. The most unpastoral is instead oi' feeding, 
to \mnt to be fed, - to be a mouth. Take the two 
reverses together, and you have '*blind mouths." 
While Uilton felt discipline :was the most important factor in church 
government he also felt discipline was the only removal or disorder in 
the church, and that the bishops w.i.th their "sheop-hook(s) ," were not 
fulfilling the oorima.nds of St. Peter nor their obligation to the people. 
ltilton oontirrues the attacka 
What reeks it them? What noed they? 
They are sped; - · 
And, when they list, their _lean and , 
i'leshy songs 
Grate on their scrannel pipes of wrotcnett 
straw; 
blasting the clergy for their utter disregard of their church duties and 
their preaching of inaipid sermons. 
When Christ bade St. Peter, ttFeed o:y Sheep,tt Peter became the shep-
herd of His flock. Peter, as the first Bishop of Rome, and his succes-
sors, the Bishops, were to be, according to traditional texts, the 
spiritual parents of the sheep. That Christ rcf ers to the sheep as His 
people and to doctrine as the spiritual food is evident from the whole 
context, and there is no doubt Milton had this in mind when he and Peter 
spoke together: 
The hungry sheep look up, and are not fed, 
But swoln with ldnd and rank mist they draw, 
Rot inwardly, and foul contagion opreadJ 
and there is no doubt Milton had in mind the false doctrine of the pre-
la tes and is referring to the multitude of conversions that the church 
had won. 
In the following lines 1 
Besides what the grim Wolf lfith privy paw 
Daily devours apace, and nothing said, 
Milton could very well be centering his attack more specii'icall:y. Before 
this Milton had centered his attack on the prelates in general, but now he 
directs his attack on the anti-tolerant Vlilliam Laud, the "grim Wolf .n5 
This is usually said to be the Roman Catholic Church. Laud, the 
5.rhomas Newton, Paradise~' 7th ed. (London, 1777), p. vii. 
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Archbishop of canterbury since 1633,, was critshing the Puritans and 
other non-conforming sects with his "privy 'pa:w,n tho Star-Chamber, and 
ms terrorizing the country with hia Reign of Thorough. On 7 July 16)7 
one or these sects pasted a short note on the cross in Cheapside ref erring 
to Laud as the "Arch Wolf of Cantcrhury.n6 Nevrton does not substantiate 
this assertion. He writes: 
••• (Milton) seems to have first discovered his acrimony 
against 'Archbishop Laud, and to threaten him with the 
loss or his head, 'Which a£tenrarda happen•d to him thro 1 
the fury 0£ his enemies. At least I can think of no 
sense ao proper to be given to tho verses in tycidas. 
The concluding lines, 
But that two-handed engine at the door, 
Stands ready to smite once and smite no more. 
are obscure, and although they aro open to various interpretations, I 
accept David Masson• s theory that Milton uses the 11tro-handed engine" 
to refer to the Long Parliament.7 Thia is ltilton•s prognostication 
that the Episcopacy 'WOUld be abolished, and at that time there was only 
one way to do this and smite Laud and the Star-chamber: the Long Parlia-
ment.. In foretelling the abolishment of Episcopacy in 1637, Milton was 
already anti-Episcopal, thinking as a Puritan Root a~d Branch Party 
member. 
The Root and Branch Party during the Puritan Revolt was a composite 
of many religious groups. It appears that Puri tan thought may be said 
to have started with a concept. ot the £unction of the church. For almost 
a century the Puritans conceived the church as God's instrument tor the 
6"The Diary of William Laud,'' P• 150. 
7Masson, I, 657. 
santii'ication of human lii'e. Fccleaiastical organization existed to 
secure right preaching of the Word and right administration or the 
sacraments, and !or the establishment of a moral diucipline for all. 
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In seventeenth century England Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and 
Independents agreed that a form of church government was ordained by 
God, and so obligatory for all, but they differed as to which of these 
three systems was sclusively prescribed in the Scriptures. Many Puri-
tans were, or later became, Presbyterian in their views or church dis-
cipline. Many joined with the Independents. 
The Independents maintained as a fundamental principle that every 
society of believers united for v10rship and religious fellowship l'Va.S a 
porfect church uithin itself. They felt they possessed .full power to 
regulate their own affairs and thus be independent or all external con-
trol. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that the Independents 
had bCCOtlC a gathering Of Baptists J Drowniats I Congregationalists I 
Quakers 1 and a great ma~,. other sects and schisms. The Independents as 
a composite of many religious groupo thottcht that, in spite of the 
eldership, the priesthood of believers was not sufficiently recoenized 
in Presbyterianism. They felt this syste.m mw too f oroeful and neglected 
the covenant idea, and that the emphasis upon unity and conformity thrOugh 
the Presbyterian courts spelt tyranny once again. 
The essential dif'f erences between the English Presbyterians and the 
Independents were relatively small. The Puritans had been suppressed 
for many years and the various religioua sects in the Root and Branch 
Party overlooked any differences or opinion concorning church government 
in an attempt to abolish Episcopacy. It seems, too, that had it not been 
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for the necessity of calling in Scottish aid and adopting the Solemn 
League and Covenant, the Long Parliament, through tho Westminster 
Assembly, would have established a presbyterial form of church govern-
ment and granted toleration to the multitude of independent sectS and 
schisms then in England. 
John Milton had revealed himself as anti-Episcopal. He was a 
Puritan. He was also a member o! the Root and Branch Party. However, 
there is no evidence to prove or to conclude that John Milton held 
Presbyterian vielvs as a Puritan and as a member of the Root and Branch 
Party. 
CHAPI'ER THREE 
THE ANTI-EPISCOPAL PAMPHLETS 
In tho spring of 1638 l!ilton left England on a journey to the 
continent in order to complete his f orma.l education. In the summer 
or 1639 rumors reached him in Italy concerning the cont?'oversy at 
home and he returned to England immediately. The first of Milton• a 
five anti-Episcopal pamphlets did not appear until 1641, but there 
I 
seems to be litt.le doubt he was attracted to the Puritan Root and 
Branch Party because it was the marching forco against Episcopacy, 
and his primary purpose in writine the anti-Episcopal pamphlets was 
to aid the Puritan Root and Branch Party in their attempt to abolish 
Episcopacy, Hundreds of anti-Episcopal pamphlets had been published 
during the Root and Branch debate. These pamphlets either bitterly de-
nounced Episcopacy or advocated a .form of church government to replace 
the outgoing Episcopacy. Milton was in complete agreement with those 
pamphlets that denounced the Episcopacy for ha himself had "Written 
throe such pamphlets. 
Tho first, entitled, Qf. Refonnation fouchinG Church Discipline !!! 
England, And the Causes~ hitherto~ hindered~.!!!£ Books~ 
~ ,!!2 ! Friend, was vigorously written in the light of llilton•s schol-
arly historical studies. He vehemently denounced the prelates and all 
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their works, arguing systematically aeainst the established Episco-
pacy. Milton attempted to show that the original Re.formation in Eng-
land for some various reasons was incomplete, and he discussed the 
three chief causes that bad hindered England's consent to the Re£orma-
tion in a comprehensive history of the English church. Milton concluded 
that Episcopacy, "the new-vomited paeanism of sensual idolatry," must be 
abolished if the Reformation was to be completed in England. Hanford 
writes that this pamphlet is essentially one of Calvitrl.am and that while 
Milton was primarily interested in getting rid of the bishops and did not 
elaborate on a system of church govornr.iont, he did suggest that the Eng ... 
llsh church be brought into unity with the Reformed Church of Scotland.l 
· .... and come from schisms to unity llith our neighbor 
reformed sister churches, which with the blessing of 2 peace and pure doctrine have now long time i'lourished. 
Tillyard, like•tlse, writes that,Milton could see nothing but good in his 
future abhorrences, the monarchy and the Scottish form of church gover~ 
mcnt.3 Certainly there is no evidence to conclude that Milton is speci-
fically referring to Scottish Preohytorianisn. His purpose in writing 
the pamphlets was to solve England's religious problems by completing 
the Reformation • 
• • • for, albeit in purity or doctrine we agree with 
our brethren; yet in discipline-----11e are no better 
than a schism fr?m all the Reformation, and a sore 
scandal to them. 4 
1James H. Hanford, A Milton Handbook, 4th ed. (Uew York, 1946), 
P• 79• -
2Q£ Re.formation, Columbia, III, 62 • 
.3E. u. W. Tillyard, Milton, 3rd ed. (London, 1946), p. 127. 
42! Ref'orma.tion, Columbia, III, 6. 
The distinct !'eature of Presbyterianism is 1 ts form of church 
government. Presbyterianism is so called because it is the systelll 
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that entrusts the rule of the church to presbyters, i.e. elders, 'pres-
byter' being a transliteration of the Greek word meaning •elder.' 
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries there T:as no necessary 
connection between presbyterian {;ovcrnreent and any particular form of 
creed, and Calvinistic doctrine vros held by churches that were not 
presbyterian, as, for an example, by the Church oi England, whose 
Thirty-nine Articles were ao Cnlvinistic as the '7estninster Confession 
of Faith. And it was equally true, altlost :without e:cccption, that the 
presbyterian churches did not necessarily hold the same creed. 5 · Milt.on 
looked to the re!'orr:ied churches on the continent: the Swiss, the Hollan-
ders, the Grizons, the Prench, trlio had a monarchy to live under as well 
as England. These countries might have a presbyterian :f"orm of church 
government, a government of elders with organic unity of the church 
through a gradation of representative courts. They were not necessarily 
Calvin:i.vts. 
Uilton1s basic argument in this paophlot Vias centered around the 
assertion that church government rust conform to civil polity and that 
the only forn of church government agreeable to monarchy was that ot 
biGhops. In his discussion ne .find Milton u. oonarchist, desiring to 
free the King as well as the people from tho prelate's yoke• The es-
sence of nnnarchy, according to Milton, waa the suprarnacy of the King 
and tho liberty of the people. Episcopacy tends to destroy monarchy, 
5v,oods, Presbyterian Controversr, P• 127. 
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and Episcopacy, or any state church, is incompatible tvith civil and 
religious liberty •. Thus, to solve the problem or Reformation Milton 
1t0uld aoparate church and state. 
llust church-e;overnment that ia appointed in the 
gospel, and has chief respect to the soul, be 
conformable and pliant to civil, that is arbitrary, 
and chiefly converagnt about the visible and ex-
ternal part of man? 
The m$.nister•s position is: 
••• to teach men the Christian faith, to e:xhort all, 
to encourage the good, to adJ:lonish the bad, privately 
the lens offender, publicly tho scandalouo and stub-
born.' 
To do more than this 'WOUld go beyond church authority and ii' the minis-
ter correctly administered to the people, civil government l\Ould be 
easier for the magistrate. There would be no necessity in l'Vhat Milton 
calls "linking the one with the other in a special conformation." 
Hanford is correct in stating that Milton does not elaborate on a 
system of church government in this pamphlet, but, since a state religion 
was abhorrent to him and he advocated a separation of church and state, 
it must follow that the basis of his theory would be a democratic pres-
byter church government. Ile was already an apostle of toleration sym-
pathizing with the multitude of non .. confomine aects and schisms. Milton 
did not elaborate this principle, but he did attack the Episcopacy and 
the Libertines, 11the reduction in Episcopacy," .for their lack of toleration. 
The toleration principle was certainly important. Scottish Presbyterianism 
asserted that it \\as so satisfactory a system of clrurch government, keeping 
6.Q! Reformation, Columbia,, III, 39. 
7Ibid., III, 40. 
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the souls of its subjects in .such a strone grip, that wherever it 
existed toleration would be unnecessary since there 1V0uld be very 
little error to tolerate.a Sir Henry Vane, tho Younger, notorious for 
hie advanced religious vielVB, and Oliver Cromrell, the rising young In-
dcpentlent, leaders during the Root and Branch debate, would not agree 
w.i.th such an ambiguous principle. Vano and Cromwell, like Milton, had 
not advocated a form of church government to replace Episcopacy, but 
they had advocated toleration• Vane, Milton, an:l Cromwell, too, at 
this tiJ:le, did not wish to establish any .form of State Church, and there 
is even evidence to conclude that Cromuell was not in .favor of Scottish 
Presbyterianism. The only Cromwell letter of this period9 is addressed 
to a book seller and asks for a copy of printed "reasons of the Scots to 
enforce their desire of uniformity in religion" and concludes, "I would 
peruse it against we fall upon the debate, which will be speedily." 
The second pamphlet, .Qf Prel.atical ~J?isc6~gy:, !i.!!! whether ~ may 
,!?! deduced ~ ~ Apostolical times !?l virtue of those Testimonies 
which ~ alleged ~ ~ Purpose .!!! ~ ~ Treatises; ~ Ylhereoi' 
goes under the~ of James, Archbishop£! An:lagh, followed the first 
pamphlet immediately. The title sufficiently explains the content, and 
Milton concluded that Episcopacy cannot be deduced from apostolical 
times. Therefore, since Episcopacy is of human constitution, 
••• we have the same human privilece that all men 
have ever had since Adam, being born free, and in 
the mistress island of all the British, to retain 
l\rasson, III, 108. 
9charles H. Firth, Oliver Cromwell and the Rule of the Puritans 
£!! En6lan.d (London, 1907), p. 55. - -- - - -
this episcopacy, or to remove it, consulting 
our occasions and convcniences ••• 10 
While Milton was in complete agreement with those pamphlets that de-
nounced the Episcopacy, he was not in agreer.amt with those pamphlets 
that proposed a form of church government to replace Episcopacy. In 
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2_f Prelatical Episcopacz Milton personally denounced this group11 and 
we find the third and fifth pamphlets, Animadversions J!E2!! .!:!'!! Remon-
strant's Defence Against SmectYll!nus and !!! Af?2logy £:2!. Smectymnus, a 
personal defense against those who in turn had attacked the earlier pam-
phlet, Smectymnus. Because of this they have but little value; however, 
the most important pamphlets proposing a .form o! church government to 
replace Episcopacy ·nere published by Oxford University entitled, Certaine 
Briefe Treatises Written~ Diverse Learned !!2!!1 Concernin~ ~Ancient 
!!!9. Uoderne Government 2f ~ Church, and Milton \'lr<>te his fourth pam-
phlet, !h2 Reason.£! Church Government Urged AaairuJt Prelatf, for the 
sole purpose of denouncing those "wretched projectors ••• that bescrawal 
their pamphlets every day "With new .forI'lS o.f government for our churcb. 0 12 
These pamphlets undertook a common cause but Milton felt the question 
of church government was not le!t to tho conjecture, invention, or descre-
tion of men. He contended that church governraont was outlined in the 
Bible,, and The Reason o:f Church Govnrnment \'IClS not so much to advocate 
- ---------
Scottish Presbyterianism as it l'Es llilton•s attempt to present the form 
of church government he considered "ordained and sot out to us by the 
lO.Q! Prelatical Episcopacy, Columbia, III, 81. 
lltbid., III, 82-83. 
12The Reason~ Church Oovcr:ntlCnt, Colucbia, III, 186. 
appointment of God in the Soriptures •. n13 Mil.ton confessed in the pre-
face,. holfOver, that the form or church government 1s "not formally and 
professedly set down"l.4 but is revealed by implication, and for this 
reason,. therefore,. we are not surprised to f1nd Milton's interpretation 
ot church government vague and ambiguous•. 
Masson' s seven volume biograpey is the fullest picture of Milton 
and contemporary seventeenth century England.. In this biography Masson 
asserts without hesitation that UUton was "a kind of Presbyterian,." 
desiring a form of church government in England similar to the Presby-
terian Kirk or Scotland.15 Uasson'a analysis o! 1.tilton•,s Presbyterianism 
is based on !!!! Reason S!! Church Government and the evidence presented 
is a personal interpretation or this pamphlet well supported ldth speci-
fic quotations. The quotations are taken out o! context to support the 
biographer's own interpretation and he concludes that Milton tor the first 
time presented the form of church government he would like to see replace 
the Episcopacy~ 
Masson writes that Milton•~ argument conc:erning church government 
was primarily one in which he was advocating Presbyterianism to replace 
Episcopacy and he quotes Milton at the very begiMing of his discussion 
aa writing "whether it ought to be Presbyterian, or Prelatical,"16 as-
serting that Milton believed "One or these, and none other, is or God's 
l.Jn,id., III, 184. 
~bid., III, 184. 
1
'1.rasson, II, 376. 
1~he Reason 2£. Church Government, Columbia, III, 182. 
ordaining."17 It seems doubtful Milton believed Presbyterianism, or 
any specific religion, was of God's ordaining and could be found evi-
dent 1n the gospel, and Masson himself in conclusion makes haste in 
conceding that Milton's theory of church government does not agree on 
all points with the Scottish system al'Xl that there is some taint of 
Independency.18 
Since 1680, however, Masson's views of Milton have been greatly 
modified by later writers, with the single exception of Masson•s in-
terpretation of Milton1 s form of church government, and today Massonis 
interpretation is the only extensive one available. Most critics do not 
attempt to explain Milton's Presbyterianism, putting forth little effort 
to reveal new evidence concerning llilton•s religious convictions and hie 
relationship with the Presbyterians. They depend completely on conclusions 
reached by Masson, contending that Milton advocated Scottish Presbyter-
ianism in the early pamphlets. They, too, however, fail to realize that 
these early pamphlets reveal a rom or church govcrrnnent that would not 
have agreed with the Scottish Presbyterians and present three principles 
that the Scottish Presbyterians v.ould have opposed from the very beginning. 
Milton's anti-Episcopal pamphlets had advocated Reformation, but were 
not necessarily pro-Presbyterian; his cause had been the Root and Branch 
cause: complete Reformation beginnine with tho abolition or Episcopacy. 
Milton departed from the Anglican Church in abandoning the idea ot ec-
clesiastical. hierarchy and in admitting no definite prescriptive form 
of church government. His departure from the Anglican Church did not 
l7tbid., III, 19.5. 
-
181Jasson, II, 381. 
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necessarily mean that he adopted or advocated Scottish Presbytetianism, 
nor docs it imply that he held the Calvinist doctrine as his· own. 
Vl1lbur Gilma.n·maintains Milton's early pamphlets were Puritan· in 
that they were written to inspire confidence in Presbyterian doctrine 
and discipline, and that they had for their specific problem pl'f)of 
that Scottish Presbyterianism was the expediont form of church govern-
ment for England.19. Many scholars have more or less expressed this 
view, 20 assuming Milton, the Puritan, had complete understanding of 
Scottish Presbyterianism, that it ll'OUld solve England's religious prob-
lems and result in greater happiness, security, freedom, and justice 
for the individual by completing tho Reformation. Belloc explains that 
Milton's Puritanism was special to himself.; as an opportunist21 he was 
attracted to it because he was by nature rebellious and combative, and 
the Puritan faction was the rebellious and combative side of England 
marching against Episcopacy.22 
Denis Saurat writes that Milton inl642, as a spokesman for the 
Puritan faction, was a "wholehearted Presbyterian." 
19vlilbur E. Oilman, Milton•s Rhetoric: Studies in His Defense 
of Liberty {Columbia, Missouri, 1939), The Universityofliissouri 
Press, XIV (Ho. 3), 75. 
20Logan Pearsall Smith, Milton and His Modern Critics (Boston, 
1944); Edward Dowden, Transcrints and'StUciies (London, 1910) J Mark 
Pattison, Milton (New York, 18 O);'"STr Vialter Haleigh, John Milton 
(New York, 1900) J Barrett Wendell, The Temper ££. ~ XVI""'fih Century 
in English Literature (New York, 1909).; Hiram Corson, John Milton 
'(New York, 1899). -----
21.gilaire P. Belloc, Milton (Philadelphia, 193.5), P• 146. 
22Ibid., P• J.4. 
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••• I shall ••.• hope throueh the mercy and grace of 
Christ" the head and husband of His Church, that 
England shortly is to belong., neither to see pa-
triarchal nor see prelatical,, but to the faithful 
feeding which the blessed apostles constituted 
throughout the churches; and this, I shall essay 
to prove can be no other than that.of Presbyters 
and Deacons.23 
Continuing, Saurat states that Milton from the above reference ad-
vocated Presbyterianism, identifying hit1Self l'dth a cause without 
knowing exactly what the cause was. Later, this proves to be not so 
much Presbyterianism as it was Milton's own personality as an indi-
vidual to think as he liked; and, Saurat concludes, it is Milton's 
egotism that is the champion of Prosbyterianism.24 
Till.yard disagrees Yd.th Saurat on this point, asserting that it 
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was Milton's poor judgement of .Presbyterianism and not his strength of 
mind that ma at fault during the writines of the early anti-Episcopal 
pamphlets. Tillyard goes a step :further, saying that Milton was almost 
blind to everything but abolishing Episcopacy, seeing nothing but good 
in the Scottish i'orm of church government.25 Belloc, too, feels that 
it was not until Milton engaged in tho church controversy that the Cal-
vinistic side of him developed.26 The controversy at this time primarily 
involved church discipline. Milton was quite satisfied 'With the pre-
vailing doctrine and it was only in discipline that England was considered. 
2Jrhe Reason .2f Church Government, Columbia, III, 18.). 
24nenis Saurat, Hilton& Yan and Thinker (London, 1924), 
P• 41. --
25.rillyard, Milton, P• 158. 
26nelloc, Milton, P• 42. 
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no better than a schism from the Refom..1.tion. Belloo bas already as-
oertained Milton's Puri~nism, but it ~s al.f:Jo Delloc 1fho points out 
that the Puritan faction among the English people were those individuals 
who were under the influence of Calvinistic doctrine and not those who 
accepted Calvin•s ideas of a highly organized church, the Presbyterian 
discipline~27 
Holly Hantord agrees with Saurat that tho logic of Milton's posi-
tion at this time, as he afterward .found, leads through Presbyterianism 
to Independeney and finally to Individualism. Hanford, However, con-
tinues his explanation also supporting Til~ and the inconsistent 
Belloc. In the anti-Episcopal pamphlets, however far his opinions may 
already have gone, he allied himself with the orthodox Presbyterian cause 
and be speaks of the Scots in terms of friendly admiration.28' Hanford 
writes, as does Masson,, that while Milton comnits himself to the Presby-
terian cause in the earlier pamphlets, it is not until .!!!! Reason £!. 
Church Government that he comes out openly in ravor of Scottish Presby-
terianism, arguing systematically that Presbyterianism rather than the 
Episcopal system is the one prescribed in tJ1e gospel. 29 Haller, too, 
suggests that Milton writes !or the most part as one committed to the 
Presbyterian point or view, and that his basic argument supports this 
system ot church government as "the one right discipline divinely ordered 
27 l4 Ibid., p. • 
-
28ttantord, ! Milton Handbook, PP• 84-D5 .. 
29Hanford, .~ Milton,. EJ1Glishman, P• 108. 
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and prescribed by scr1pture.n30 
There appears to be little doubt Milton undertook the Puritan Root 
and Branch cause, and it is probablo·ho l'IOUld havo agreed on a democra-
tic presbyterian form of church govermnent if' it had separated church 
and state and bad granted toleration to sects and schisms. It is even 
possible that this form or church government might have been called 
presbyterian, though in a sense very different from the meaning usually 
conveyed by the seventeenth century term. However, that Milton advocated 
a form of church government similar to the Presbyterian Kirk or Scotlarxl 
and later accepted Scottish Presbyterianism as proposed by the Westminster 
Assembly, we are not certain, since the anti-Episcopal pamphlets reveal 
evidence to conclude that Milton would have opposed the Solemn League and 
Covenant and Scottish Presbyterianism long before it had been debated by 
the Assembly and adopted by the Long Parliament. 
In 1'l'iting the anti-Episcopal tracts Milton did not regard himself 
as a member of any sect or schism. His point of View was not entirely 
objective· but his faith was individualistically deduced from Scripture. 
Milt.em's reason for church government. ms that "God hath so commanded" 
and he declared the question of church government ttl'fhether it ought to 
be Presbyterian or Prelatica1.u3l Which o! these, the democratic or 
hierarchical constitution of church govei-ment, can prove itself to be 
supported by God 1 s comnand? He does· not declare the question of church 
government to be specifically one betooen Episcopacy and Presbyterianism 
30w1111am Haller, Tracts on Libertz in the Puritan Revolution 
(New York, 1934), IV, 109. - - -
.31The Reason .2f. Church Government, ColUI:lbia, III, 182. 
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as Hasson and others have ·us believe when they lllisinterpret Milton as 
writing "whether it ought to be Presbyterian or Prelatical." Milton 
stated the ordinances o! a democratic church as outlined in the Bible 
and in expressing his·!orm of church government, although he used the 
Episcopacy as a definite singular comparison, he did not restrict him-
self to advocating Presbyterianism. He expressed the hope that the form 
of church government that replaced the Episcopacy would not continue in 
its footsteps. 
In the Episcopal torm or· church government the archbishop 1VaS ap-
pointed by the King, vd10 in turn appointed bishops, they in turn 
governing both the church and state. In the Episcopal Church the pres-
byter was a minister of the second order, being one of a number or or-
!'icers who had the oversight and management of the affairs of a local 
church or congregation. The bishops, or prelates, •ere an order in the 
church above the presbyters, or ministers.. Milton writes that there was 
no "difference between a bishop and a presbyter, save that they be two 
names to signify the same order.n32 This point or view is supported by 
religious authorities and~ Oxford Universal Dictionary£!.! Historical 
Principles; in the language of the New Testament the same officer in the 
church is called indifferently 'Bishop' and 'Eldor• and 'Presbyter.' 
However, as a result or tradition and donma, the bishops had been placed 
in an order above the presbyters, and in his argument Milton stated not 
that church government should be Presbyterian, but that church government 
should be presbyterian, nbetween the hands ot the ministers.n.33 
32£! Prelatical Episcopacz, III, 81. 
33The Reason 2£. Church Ooverrnnent, Columbia, IIl, 188. 
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.In avowing his preference for tho democratic over tho hierarchical 
constitution of church government, Masson regards Milton as declaring 
!or Presbyterianism and contributing to the formation of a Presbyterian 
church that would unite England and Scotland. In so doing, Masson as-
smned liilton•s form of church government was Presbyterian and that the 
Scottish Presbyterians v.ould have accepted it, for Masson tells us: 
This was a 11ri ter (J.lilton) at whom the Scottish 
Presbyterian leaders, Handerson, Baillie, Ruther-
ford, and Gillespie, might look with interest. 
Might they not think of him as likely to aid them 
in the task iihich they had so mch at heart and 
on behalf of which4they too, were printing pam-phlets in London.J 
Masson overlooks the fact that Milton's form of church government was 
essentially Congregationalism and that if !hg Reason .2f Church Govern-
~ had appeared simultaneously with the Solellln League and Covenant, 
there would have been a devastating conflict. 
In examining Milton's alleged Presbyterianism Masson states that 
Milton thought General Assemblies should bo the courts of last resort 
in cases of church dispute 1 and that such assemblies would be led hp to 
by the smaller and local bodies, the Session, the Presbytery, and tho 
Provincial Synod, each acting on the principle of free debate and vote. 
Milton does advocate councils to settle disputes within the congregation 
and he does mention General Assemblies, but he does not mention the two 
intermediate assemblies, the Presbyte.ry and the Provincial Synod, the 
most important in the Presbyterian !orm of church government. Each 
parish would in itself be the unit of organization with the parishes, 
when necessary, organizing themselves into a General Assembly. 
34uasson, II, .382. 
Oi' such a council as this evf!!'y parochial con-
sistory is a right homogeneous and constituting 
part, being in itself 1 aa it we1•e, a little synod:, 
and towards a general assembly moving upon her own 
basis in an even and firm profression, as those 
smaller squares in battle unite in one great cube, r! 
the main phalanx an emblem 0£ truth and steadfastness.3;.J 
Milton significantly omits the intermediate assemblies and, according 
to Vlolfe, this omission 'is indicative of Milton•s distrust of any 
hierarchy and of tho Coeottish Presbyterian for?tJ. of ohuroh government.36 
Since Milton did not imply ho was not contemplating the intermediate 
assemblies, Hasson suggests, "from his language it may indeed be construed 
to imply that he had such in his mind.n37 Milton's proposal, however, ap-
pears to be more Congrogationalis~ thD.n Presbyterianism, and from his 
languago it may be construed to imply Uilton was not contemplating these 
assemblies. 
Masson takes pride occasionally in pointing out that Milton in his 
discuaaion 0£ church government makes use 0£ the s rune terms as do the 
Scottish Presbyterians, but it is also Masson who ascertains the fact 
that the ~esbytcrians and the Independents were quite agreed on the 
terms used in church ~overnment.38 The essential difference between 
Presbyterianism and Independency was the Independent belief that the 
church was an independent organization or voluntary believers, and while 
each congregation was independent, they were willing to hold assemblies 
35The Reason ~ Church Government, Columbia, In, 217. 
36wolf e, Milton, P• 52. 
37uasson, II, 378. 
,38Ibid., II, 535. 
with neighboring churches in order to profit by collective advica.39 
The Presbyterians argued with this systel!l1 saying that it did away 
With the parochial system with its ardor and ei'f'ective administration, 
and the Presbyterians no doubt muld al;'gue with W.lton 1 s system for 
much the same reason, since he omitted t.lie trro assemblien that would 
give a system of church government order and oi'fective administration. 
It seems doubtful that Milton would have resolved upon a Presby-
terian system of church government (the Session, Presbytery, Provincial 
Synod, and General Assembly) with its complicated authority and ad-
ministrative courts, and if Milton had boon familiar with the Presby-
terian system in lGJ.l as he had been with the Episcopacy, he might have 
described it mu.ch in the same manner as he described Episcopacy in The 
-
Reason of Church Government, for Toland tells us: 
--- - --- -----
His (Milton•s) former writings against their 
Enemies the Bishops, tho, to speak the Truth, 
this was only a service to the Presbyterians 
by accident, for as we shall see hereafter he 
never intended by humbling the Hierarchy to 
set up the Consistorian Tribunal in the Room 
or it. 
In presenting his theory of church government, Milton refers to 
discipline as of first importance, and as church govermnent is not left 
to the invention of men, church discipline is "beyond the faculty of 
men to frame. tt Masson states that in recognizing the importance and 
necessity for church discipline, Hilton advocated a spiritual or ec-
clesiastical censure; the ~rochial Consistory. This Barochial Con-
sistory would consist of the minister, with the lay-elders of each 
congregation assisting the minister in exercising church discipline. 
Milton does not, however, advocate an ecclesiastical censure: 
Jurisdicti ve power in the clmrch there ought to 
be none at all. It cannot be conceived that what 
men now call jurisdiction in the church, should 
be other thing than a Christian censorshipJ and 
therefore it is most co~only and truly named 
ecclesiastical censure.40 
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He explains that such a censorship would only prove tedious and con-
tentd..ous to the discipline of the church, hindering the mrk or the 
minister. According to Milton, in order to maintain discipline within 
a congregation it was first necessary to have a democratic church 
government with reason, rather than a church tyranny v.i.thout reason. 
'l'hia democratic church government would be a council or assembly where 
the Parochial Consistory, the minister, and lay-elders,, merged into the 
congregation to settle arguments and disputes. Thia democratic action 
alone would remove disorder and it lfOUld not be necessary for any au-
thority to administer spiritual assistance or to have an ecclesiastical 
censure. 
Woli'e writes that lliltonts early pamphlets declared "flatly for 
Presbyterian govermnent." He does not hesitate to add, however, that 
while tho f'orm of church government outlined in the pamphlets does re-
semble Scottish Presbyterianism, it is not an identical form o! church 
government. 41 The Presbyterians would have found many points on which 
to argue with Milton and certainly they would not have agreed with the 
establishment 0£ this democratic presbyterian church government,, its 
toleration or sects and schisms, and its complete separation of church 
4°'ziha Reason 2.f Church Government, Columbia, III, 250. 
4lwoire, Milton, P• 51. 
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and state. Already !lilt.on considered the three forms of liberty es-
sential to the happiness of man as a member of society; religious, 
domestic and civil liberties r.ere based on hi.fl democratic presbyterian 
church governm.ent. They are his basic principles and they never ohangedJ 
Scottish Presbyterianism stood in direct contrast with them and the con-
flict that followed was inevitablo. 
The specific evidence presented by J.lasson concerning Yilton•s al-
leged Presbyterianism is confined to Milton's form of church government 
as expressed in the anti-Episcopal pamphlets and Milton's frequent 
references that expressed tho desire that the English church be brought 
into unity with the reformed churchs 0£ Europe. Twentieth century writers 
have followed Masaon•a analysis of Milton's form of church discipline and 
rely completely on conclusions reached by the biographer in 1859-1880. 
The value of Masson•e evidence, however, cannot be overestimated. \\bile 
contemporary scholars do not offer any reliable specific evidence to 
prove that John Milton held Presbyterian vimf'Bt it appears that the ma-
terial presented by Masson is of more value, since had it not been for 
Masson•s scholarship, Milton would probably still be regarded as an 
orthodox Protestant of the Calvinistic faith. 
CHAPTll:R FOUR 
INDEPENDENCI 
!h!_ llictrino .!!!£Discipline of Divorce; Restored~~ Order~ 
~Sexes, the ;first of Milton'o divorce pamphlets, was 'Written and 
published during the summer of l64J. It has been suggested by Hanford 
that the pamphlet was published in defiance of the Licensing Ordinance 
of Juno, 1643;1 however, as a result of tho pamphlet's content and not 
a result ot its defiance of the ordinance, 'tno pamphlet met With,a storm 
of adverse criticism. The criticism continued and the !allowing year 
Milton published .TI!! Judgement sf. Uartin Ducer, Concernin§ Divorce. 
This pamphlet, too, was the subject of adverso criticism, despite the 
fact it was PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY. It is not tllc purpose of this 
thesis to examine the divorce pamphlets or the criticism, but rather to 
examine the results of this experience sinoe it was the Licensing Ordi-
nance of Juno, 1643, that prompted Milton t.o Yfrite the Areopagitica: 
f! Speech !PJ: ~ Libertz Ef Unli~enacd Printi!1j; in November, 1644. 
Many points in tho Areopagitica are of intcreat £or the purpose ot this 
study. Primary, however, is the .fact that the pamphlet reveals evidence 
to conclude Milton was slowzy completing his understanding or Scottish 
1tranrord, .i!2h!! Milton, Englishman, p. 121. 
Presbyterianism, thus pointing to "On tha newforcera of Conscience 
under the Long PARLIAMENT" in 164 7. 
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During the yea.rs that followed the First Civil War, the English 
Church, step by step, Wf:\S greatly transformed. Presbyterianism, with 
its local basis and its hierarchy or authorities, became the National 
Church of England. After the Second Civil War, and especially after the 
battles of Marston Moor in 1644 and Uaaeby in 1645, the importance of 
Scottish Presbyterianism 'Was greatly dittlnished. There was at this time 
a general wave or dissatisfaction ltl. th the mothoda of the Presbyterian 
Parliament and the Westminster Asseobly in their attempt to establish 
Presbyterianism as the National Church. The '\iork of the Westminster 
Assmnbly mis still incomplete, but when completed there 11ould be but one 
essential difference between the Presbyterian Church of England and the 
Presbyterian Church of Scotland. In Scotland the church was dependent 
upon no one; in England it '\10uld be dependent upon Parliaioont. 2 Presby-
terianism, in its inability to reorganize in a.relatively short period 
of time, mat with extreme difficulty. It had argued that it was so 
satisfactory a system of church gover11Ilent, keeping its members in such 
a strone grip, that toleration nould be umecessary since it left little 
to tolerate. In order to initiate the almost complete reformation neces-
sary in both doctrine and discipline, measures muld have to be taken to 
silence the smaller sects and schisms. The purpose of the Licensing 
Ordinance 0£ June, 1643, was to suppress the so sects and schisms. 
Tho critical reception of ~ Doctrine ~ Discipline ~ Divorce 
no doubt disturbed Milton. His answer to this criticism appeared in the 
2Firth, Oliver Croom'Cll, P• J.43. 
second divorce pamphlet, ~ Judgement 2f. l'iartin Bucer: 
Bucer ia more large than to be ready by over-
buaied men; and too high to be easily understood 
by una.ttentive men, and of a low capacity.3 
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The purpose o.f this pamphlet was to coni'irm and justify~ Doctrine and 
Discipline Ef Divorce by no greater authority than Martin Buccr.. Yore 
important than this, however, 'WaS the action taken by the Stationer's 
Company in circulating t\vo petitions .for tho punishment of Milton tor 
not having the first divorce pamphlet licensed. The second pamphlet was 
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY and by no lesser authority than F.dward vr.4 The 
Licensing Ordinance certainly caused Milton more anguish and pa.in than 
did the adverse criticism. Such an order violated civil liberty and 
hindered any further attempt at Reformation. This Milton proclaims in 
Areopagitica: 
He 'Who thinks we are to pitch our tent here, and 
have attained the utmost prospect of reformation 
that the mortal glasa wherein we contemplate can 
show us, till we come to beatific vision, that man 
by this very opinion declares that he is yet far 
short of truth.5 -
Not only did it hinder further Reformation, but such an order was a 
"nursing mother" to sects and schisms and instead of suppressing them 
111t raises them and invests them with a reputation." 
The Episcopacy, through a decree of the Stnr Chamber in 1637 and 
again through the Licensing Ordinance of January, 1641, had attempted 
3The Judgement 2£ Martin Bucer, Columbia 1 IV, l. 
4cr. Title page Facsimile, Colwnbia, IV, l. 
5AreoJ¥lcitica, Columbia, IV, JJ6. 
so 
to regulate all printine. Milton considered the ordinance a continua-
tion of the tyranny established by tho hated prelates at the Council of 
Trent. Certainly grievances would arise, but when such grievances. "are 
freely heard, deeply considered, and speedily re.formed" the utmost ex-
pectations of civil liberty have been met. This was not the Presbyterian 
policy. The aim of the Presbyterians '..as to make King and Church respon-
sible to Parliament, proclaiming the sovereir,nty of Parliament by histori-
cal precedent. Whatever the Westminster Assembly might decide in matters 
of doctrine and discipline was established only by authority of }'arliament. 6 
Parliament might revise its conclusions, criticise its actions and even 
limit its functions as it saw fit. Thus, Presbyterianism, like the Epis-
copacy, \'V8S primarily a political party rather than a religious sect. 
It had little regard :for systems that denied its theory of church and 
state and attacked the fundamentals of its creed. The diversity or doc-
trinea and multitude of sects and schiams were a natural consequence; but 
they were dangerous, and th~ Licensing Ordinance of 1643, like those used 
earlier by the Episcopacy, was Parliament•o method to protect t}l~ suberdi-
nate established church. 
The Episcopacy proved to be violating the three basic principles 
necessary to begin the complete Reformation needed in England. Re-
viewing his career later in .'.!'!!.! Tenure £! Kinfls !!!!2 Magistrates Milton 
perceived the three species of ~borty necessary to the happiness of 
social ll:fe: civil, religious, and domestic. Presbyterianism, too, 
proved to violate these basic principles; the Presbyterian form of church 
government would not be democratic despite all implications to the 
6.Firth, Oliver Cromwell, pp. 143-144. 
contrar:n the Presbyterian clergy established by the Westminster As-
sembly were as high in their claim to authority as the English bishops, 
and had no more thought of toleration than Archbishop Laud himself.; and 
Parliament still controlled the Established Church. Milton had denounced 
the Episcopacy for these very reasons in the earlier pamphlets 1 and al-
though he used the Episcopacy as a definite singular example, he did not 
by denouncing Episcopacy advocate Presbyterianism. He expressed defi-
nite hope that the form of church government that replaced the Episcopacy 
would not continue in its footsteps. In 1644 Presbyterianism was proving 
to be doing just that, and Milton did not hesitate to announce to the 
readers of the Areopagitica: 
and, 
This is not the covenants and protestations that 
we have madel This is not to put domi prelacy; 
this is but to chop (exchange) an episcopacy; 
this is but to translate tha palace metropolitan 
from one kind of dominion into another; this is 
but an ofi canonical sleight of commuting our 
penance. 
But now the bishops abrogated and voided out of 
the church, as if our rerorma ti on sought no more, 
but to make room tor others into their seats 
under anotger name; the episcopal arts begin to 
bud again. · 
Four years later, in 1648, 'When Presbyterianism had proven itself to be 
another Reign of Thorough, Milton again did not hesitate to lVI"ite to 
verify his earlier suspicions. 
The Areopagi tica burns l1i th a passion for liberty. Rose Macaulay 
7Areopagitica, Columbia, IV, 331. 
8Ibid. , IV, .332. 
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writes that this passion for liberty was intensified by the censoring 
of the divorce pamphlets, and the still raverberating attacks on the 
pamphlets in 1647 finally disgusted Milton with thePresbyterians.9 
Tetrachordon and Colasterion were published in Marcil, 1645, and like 
the earlier divorce pamphlets were greeted by a storm of reprobation. 
Although the act requiring the licensing of all books by an appointed 
official had been passed in 1643, Parliament remained silent throughout 
the divorce controversy. This silence alone, no l:loubt, caused Milton 
more anguish and pain than all the adverse criticism combined; l'arlia-
ment was Yilton•s one hope in his crusade against the established di-
vorce laws. In no 6ther instance is the aristocratic element of Mil-
ton• a thought 10 more evident. The divorce pamphlets bad been directed 
to Parliament and hia one hope refused to respond. Others, however, 
did not refuse, bnt these voices wore of little importance since it was 
Parliament, and only Parliament, 'Who could alter the divorce laws. It 
was inevitable that Milton was to issue a poetical farewell to the di-
vorce controversy. 
XI 
A Book was writ of late call•d TetrachordonJ 
And wov•n close, both matter, form and stile; 
The Subject news it walktd the Town a while, 
Uumbring good ·intellects; now seldom wr' d op.. 
Cries the stall-reader, blosa usl what a word on 
A title page is thisl ·and some in file 
Stand spelling fals, while one might walk to Jlile-
End Green. Why is 'it harder Sira then Gordon, 
9Rose llacaulay, Milton (liew York, 1935), PP• 94-96. 
lOA. s. P. Woodhouse, "Milton, Puritanism, and LibertY", 
Universitf ~Toronto Quarter1y, IV (No. 4), 496. er. also Belloc, 
Milton, Introduction. 
Colldtto, or llacdonnel, or Galasp? 
Those rueged names to our like mouths grow sleek 
That 110uld have made Quintilian stare and gasp. 
·Thy age, like ours, O Soul of Sir John Cheek, 
Hated not Learning wors then Toad or Asp; · 
When thou taught•st Cm:ibridee, and King Edward Greek. 
m 
I did but prompt the age to quit their cloggs 
By the kno'Wll rules of antient libertie, 
When strait a barbarous noise environs me 
Of Owles and CUckoes, Asses, Ap.ea and Doggs. 
As when those Hinds that were transform•d to Frogge 
Raild at Latona.•s twin-born procenie 
Which after held the Sun and Moon in fee. 
But this is got by casting Pearl to Hogge; 
That Bawle for freedom in their senceless mood, 
And still revolt when truth would sot them free. 
Licence they mean 'When they cry liberties 
For who loves that, must i'irst be Wisc and good; 
But trom that mark how far they roave we see 
For all this -.vast or wealth, and loss of blood. 
Certainly Milton's anger had been excited against those who had 
criticised his views on marriage and divorce. The divorce pamphlets 
were definitely a failure, but Milton's anger in these sonnets does not 
appear to be Pa.thetic.11 It is more of a disappointment directed against 
those or the middle class 'Who had £ailed to comprehend the complete mean-
ing of the divorce theory. Ross, like Woodhouse and Belloc, sees Milton's 
identification with the overall revolutionary cause as an alliance w1 th 
"the middle sort of men1112 and that Milton tried to understand the bour-
geois revolution in his o\'VIl aristocratic tcrms.13 If' this be true, and 
llvacaulay, Milton, P• 87. 
12Malcolm Mackenzie Ross, Milton's RoyalismJ A Study of the Con-
flict of Snnbol and Idea in the Poems (Cornell University PreiB, !9[3), 
P• 58.- ------
it must be givon consideration, it camot be better exemplified than 
in this instance. 
Masson, as might be expected, convincingly idontii'ies 'Gordon, 
Colkitto, or Uacdomel, or Gal.asp' of Sonnet XI as a Scottish Presby-
terian aristocrat who had very little to do nth the English Church 
controversy.14 However, Milton docs not appear to be attacking the 
Presbyterians. Certainly the names of the Scottish Presbyterian pa.m-
phleteers were a vulgar harshness to his delicate ears and he centered 
his attack on the illiterate stall-reader who had greater difficulty in 
calling out the Greek title of his last pamphlet, Tetrachordon, than the 
authors of Presbyterian propaganda. In Bormet XII Milton centered his 
attack on the ignorant masses, the various degrees of animal lite that 
walked the streets or London voicing adverse criticism, "a barbarous 
noise" that encircled Milton's high ideals with disappointment and regret. 
Till.yard writes that this is Milton's earliest reference to the big disap.. 
po1ntment he had in his countrymen,15 and Wolfe adds that after this ex-
perience Milton distrusted the masses to tho end or his life.16 It is 
only in the concluding lines of Bormet nI that Milton attacked the Pres-
byterians: 
Licence they mean when they cry libertieJ 
For who loves that, mt:ist first be Wise and good;: 
But from that mark how tar they roave we see 
For all this wast or wealth, and loss of blood. 
The reference, however, is merely· a poetical continuation of the general 
lhuasson, III, 462. 
l~illyard, Milton, P• 167. 
16woire, Hilton, P• 265. 
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attack on the Presbyterians that wao begun in the Areopagitica and 
there ia absolutely no indication that it was motivated by the Presby-
terian attack on the divorce pamphlets. Certainly he included those 
who had insulted him on the divorce issue just as he did in 1647 when 
he wrote: 
Men whose J.ite, Learning, Faith, and pure intent 
Would have been held in high esteem with Paul 
Must now be namtd and printed Hereticks' 
By shallow Edwards and Scotch what &'ye call: 
However, while Milton does include F.dmrds and Baillie in his attack 
against those 'Who bad insulted him,17 .the references appear to be more 
of a general attack on the Presbyterians and a specific defense of those 
Independents who still engaged themselves in llriting pamphlets despite 
the Licensing Ordinance of 1643. 
In 1647 Milton had arrived at a point where he completely under-
stood Scottish Presbyterianism. Those Presbyterians were no better than 
the bishops, and as he denounced the Episcopacy, he now denounced the 
Presbyterians. There ms n0 loJ'lBer any hope in Presbyterianism. The 
new forcers ot conscience were the enemies of toleration who had de-
nounced the Episcopacy only to establish a Presbyterian hierarchy. 
On the new i'orcers of Conscienco under the 
IDng PARLIAMENT. 
Because you have throw of your Prelate Lord, 
And with stifr Vowes ren0\mc 1d his Liturgie 
To se1se the Widdow1s whore Pluralitie 
From them whose sin ye envi'd, not abhor•d, 
Dare ye for this adjure the Civill &lord 
To force our Consciences that Christ set free, 
And ride us with a classic Hierarchy 
Taught ye by meer A. s. and Rothertord? 
Men whose Life, Learning, Faith atxl pure intent 
17nanrord, !!2h!! Milton, Englishman, PP• 127-128. 
Would have been held in high esteem with Paul 
Must now be nam'd and printed Hereticks -
By shallow Edwards and Scotch what d 1ye call: · 
But we do hope to find out all your tricks, 
Your plots and pa.ckine wors then those of Trent, 
That so tho Parliament 
May Yd.th their wholsom and preventive Shears 
Clip your Phylacteries, though bauk your Ears, 
And succour our just Fears 
When they shall read this clearly in your charge 
l!!!! Presbyter is but ~ Priest writ Large/' 
S6 
The divorce controversy must be considered in Uilton1s attack on the 
Presbyterians~ However, 1r definite reasons must be attributed to Mil· 
ton's attack on the Presbyterians,, these reasons would be identical 
with those voiced against the Episcopacy in 1641, and the divorce con-
troversy would only be of secondary importance,. 
Yark Pattison•s opinion that Milton's prose had no notable in-
fluence on the current events is plausibl.e.18 The pamphlets, Milton•s 
personal and public spirit, in the Root and Branch attack, did not 
meet with complete indif'ference, but his theories of Reformation, par~ 
tioularly church discipline, were almost C<?mpletely ignored. He no 
doubt looked, with al~ his pride and egotism, for the cause or the Root 
and Branch failure. He .found it in tho ambition and avarice of the 
Presbyterians. 
18 
As for the party called Presbyterian or whom I believe 
very many to be good and faithful Christians, though 
misled by some or turbulent spirit, I wish them, 
earnestly and calmly, not to fall off f'rom their first 
principles, not to effect rigor and suporiority over 
men not under them; not· to compel unforcible things, 
in religion especially, which ii' not voluntary, becomes 
a sin; nor to assist the clamor and malicious drifts 
of men whom they themsolves have judged to be the worst 
of men, the obdurate enemies or Ood and his church: 
nor to dart against the actions or their brethren, for 
want of other argument, those wrested la\18 and scriptures 
Pattison, Milton, P• 31. 
thrown by prelates and maglignants against their own 
side, which though they hurt not otherwise, yet taken 
up by them to the condemnation of their own doings; 
give scandal to all men, and discov~$ in themselves 
either extreme passion or apostacy. 
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In August or. September 1 1648, Milton turned to celebrate the. vic-
tories of Lord Fairfax in the Second Civil Viar 
On the Lord Gen. Fair.tax at the seige o:r 
Colchester · 
Fairfax, whose name in ames through Europe r1ngs 
Filling each mouth with envy, or ld.th praise, 
And all her jealous monarchs with amaze, 
And rumors loud, that daunt remotest kings, 
Thy firm unshak'n vertue ever brings 
Victory home, though new rebellions raise 
Their Hydra heads, & ~he fal,s North displaies 
Hf)r brok'n league, to impe .their seJ;"pent wings, 
o yet a nobler task awaites thy.hand,; 
For what can Warr, but endless warr atill breed, 
Till Truth, & Right .from Violence bo freed, 
And Public Faith cleared from tho ahamei'ull brand 
Of Public Fraud. In vain doth Valour bleed 
·While Avarice 1 & Rapine share the land. 
The military praise is sincere, bit llilton is more interested in the 
possibility ot Fairfax becoming a leader in the religious controversy. 
TllO years previously in n0n the New Forcers of Conscience" Milton had 
called upon Parliament to control Presbyterian discipline, but now he 
was thorough.zy disgusted with the Presbyterian Party, its disorder and 
its corruption. 20 He saw now that Parliamnt, as well as the Estab-
lished Chureh, 'W8.S Presbyterian controlled atx.I he <called upon the vic-
torious Fair.rax to lead the Independent Party to provide freedom ot 
conscience and effective civil government. 
l9The Tenure .2f Kines ~ Yatr-strates, Columbia, V, 42-4.3. 
2
°wolfe, Milton, P• 28,5. 
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In December the army, encouraged by tho Independent minority in 
Parliament, occupied London, expelled the Presbyterian members of Par-
liament, and forced the reMining members of ·Parliament to execute the 
King. · Cromwell, as head of · the arz:zy, now assumed mill tary dictatorship 
of England. Cromwell attempted to give relleious freedom to the sects 
and schisms,, so !nr as they were not suspected oi' disloyalty to the 
government, and any churchman in F.ngland was eligible i'or the pastorates 
or the churches, ao lone as he \1t1S loyal and intellectually and moral]¥ 
qualified and ms wanted by the church. 
In spite of the liberality and comprehensivenes~ of Cronnrell's 
ecclesiastical policy, he ms of the opinion that a national church 
should be established. Since the abolition of Episcopacy two .funda-
mentally opposed concepts regarding socioty and liberty had developed. 
On the one hand there was the ancient concept of society organized as 
a church with large powers over moral and intellectual lite. On the 
other hand there was a new way of regarding society as a secular na-
tionalistic state, composed of individuals bound only to civil obed-
ience, but otherwiso tree. 
The majority of Independents opposed any established church and 
denied that the State ought in any ltaY to tleddlo with religious matters. 
Milton had long held· the opinion tl14t liberty waa conceived first as 
religious, and pertaining especially to the church. The civil magis-
trate 1 J.filton said, had no coercive power· at all in matters of religion, 
his o~ duty being simply to defend the church. He attacked the Epis-
copacy in the early pamphlets for this very reason and again, later, 
the Presbyterians. 
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Dare ye for this adjure the · ci vill sword 
To force our consciences that Christ set free, 
Milton did not share Cromvrell•s belier in the necessity of an 
established church,21 and he attempted to influence Cromwell's decision 
reearding tho state support of the clergy: 
To the Lord General Cromrrell llay 1652· 
On the proposalla or certaine ministers 
at the Committee for Propagation of the 
Go spell. 
Cromwell, our oheif of men, 'Who throueh a cloud 
?lot of warr onely, but detractions rude, 
Guided by faith & matchless Fortitude 
To peace &. truth thy glorious way hast plough'd, 
And on the neck or crowed Fortune proud 
Hast reard Gods Trophied, & his work pursu 1 d, 
While Darwen stream with blood of Scotts imbru•d, 
And Dunbarr f eild resounds thy praises loud, 
And Worsters laureat wreath; yet much remaines 
To conquer still; peace hath her victories 
No less renownd then warr, new foes arias 
Threatning to bind our soules 'dth secular chaines: 
Helpe us to save free Conscience .from tho paw 
Of hireling wolvea whose Goapell is their maw. 
llilton praised Cromwell, too, for his military exploits; however, the 
purpose of the sonnet was to influence Cromwell regarding the proposals 
that would have limited religious .freedom. Tho Presbyterians did not 
approve of Cromwell's religious doctrines, and ho was considered the 
champion of toleration; Milton had every reason to believe that Cromwell 
would maintain a complete separation of church and state. Fairfax had 
uince fallen into obscurity and Milton no\v called upon Cromwell to pro .. 
tect England from tho "secular chainee. 11 The dictator, ho11ever, failed 
to adhere to Milton•s appeal and voted for the state support of the 
clergy. Shortly thereafter it 'has Vane, and not Cromwell, whom Milton 
praised as the statesmn who knew tho true bounds of' religious discipline 
21Firth, Oliver Cromwell, P• 5.3· 
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and civil government, and who learned long ago mat separated spiritual 
power froin civil power. · 
To sr Henry Vane the younger. 
~'young in yeares, but in sage counsell old, 
Then whome a better Sena.tour nere held 
The helme of Rome, when govmes not armes repelld 
The feirce Epeirot & the African bold, 
Vfhother to settle peace, or to unfold 
The drift of hollow states, hard to be spelld, 
Then to advise how warr may best, upheld, 
Move by her fa"«> maino nerves, Iron &. Gold 
In all her equipage; besides to knolf 
Both spirituall powre & civill, lvhat each mcanes 
What severs ea.ch thou 'hast learnt, which few have don. 
The bounds of either sword to thee ltee ow. 
Therefore on thy firme hand religion leanes 
In peace, & reck 1ns thee her eldest son. 
In Yarch, 1653, the Rump Parliament passed resolutions for the 
maintenance of a modified state church as proposed by Cromwell and the 
ministerial committee. The church controversy, although certainly in-
complete, became secondary to the roore important political problems 
then f'acing England. Underl,ying it all, of' course, was the religio-
poli tico ·problem. Later, in 1649, Milton was to realize that this was 
the baeio problemas early as 1640 and his :L'undamentals were relatively 
the same as they were then. 
In 1.h! Tenure!?£. Kings ~ Mafil.strates Milton attacks the Presby-
terians both in Parliament and the Westminster Assembly: 
For how can that pretended counsel be either sound 
or faithful, when they 1;hat give it see not, for 
madness and vexation of thoir enda lost, that those 
statues and scriptures which both falsely and scan-
dalously they wrest against their .friends and as-
sociates would, by sentence or the common adversary, 
fall first and heaviest upon their olltl beads?22 
22The Tenure£?! Kings~ Magistrates, Columbia, V, 9. 
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The question or government ot the f'uture church 1ri England was bitterly 
contested in the West.minster Assembly. The majority of the Divines in 
the Assembly, under the influence of the Soots, were proposing that the 
disciplinary powers of the church and the all important authority to 
ordain ministers and license preachers to be vested in the Classie made 
up of representatives from the various parishes of a given district.23 
Milton did not approve the revision of doctrine and discipline, nor did 
he approve of the Vlestminster Assembly. 
I have something also to tho divines though brief 
to what wore needful; not to be disturbers ot the 
· civil affairs, being in hands bettor able and more 
belonging to manage thamj but to study harder, and 
to attend the of.fice or good pastors, knO\dng that 
he, whose flock ie least aillOng them, hath a dread-
!ul charge, not preformed by mounting twice into 
the chair with a formal preachment huddled up at 
the odd hours of a whole lazy week, but by incessant 
pains and watching, in season and out of season, 
from house to houae, over the souls of whom they 
have to feed.24 
The Presbyterians maintained throughout the Westminster Assemb~ 
the authority of Presbyterian discipline. The Independents, t.oo, claimed 
Scriptural sanction for their system of direct rule by the members of the 
church. Led by the i'ive "dissentine brethren," Nye,, Simpson, Burroughes, 
Bridge, and Goodwin, the Independents protested against the ecclesiastical 
tyranny which they believed the Presbyterians would introduce. The Inde-
pendents were afraid the authority of the Clasais would be used unwarran-
tedly against the individual congregation and they contended that 
23william Haller, Liberty and Reformation in the Puritan Revolution 
(New York, 1955), P·• llJ. - - -
24Tha Tenure£!: Kines !!E Uagistratoa, Columbia, V, so. 
discipline would be sui'ficiently maintained if the church were left 
:tree to admonish, and if necessary, break communion with o!i'ending 
churches. 
The Independents, therefore, proposed a simple theory that the 
church go on in the marmer and direction which the Puritans had been 
.following all along.25 After the Second Bishops r;ar in 1641, the Puri-
tan Parliament had rejects a provision made by Scotland in "Demands 
Toward a TreatY'1 to uniform religion in the two countries.26 The Puri-
tqns were oot interested in Presbyterianism in 1641, but as a result of 
the Solemn league and Covenant wero now intent on ·establishing the Pres-
byterian form or church government. This group oi' Puri tans, the English 
Presbyterians, seemed to have £oreotten that they had risen to their 
present position through the opportunities that .formerly allowed them to 
enlist the support of converts and f ollowera regardless of parish boun-
dries and independently of any official authority. Every Puritan group, 
which at any time joined together to engage in worship to become a 
gathered church, centered in its minister, and self-limited in membership 
to the minister' a personal .follO\mrs, was an J.ndependent religious orga.;. 
,nization, without any official authority.27 Archbishop Laud's earlier 
effort to repress this Puritan tendency had merely served to intensify 
it, and the downfall ot Episcopacy had set it forth to run its course 
unchecked for alm:>st three years.. The Independents in the Assembly and 
25ualler, Liberty!!!!!! Reformation, P• 115. 
24Joods, Presbyterian Controversz, p. 125. 
27Hallcr, Liberty !!!! Reformation, P• llll• 
an increasing number of ministers and congregations looked with dis-
trust on the proposal to curtail the liberty they had formerly enjoyed, 
in order that a limiting power such as Parliament had only just revoked 
might be reestablished over them in i'avor a! Presbyterianism. 
The tide drifted against the Indopendents, both in Parliament and 
in the Assembly, and it became necessary that they ask for toleration 
as a mere favor.28 This, however, was stoutly re.fused by the Presby-
terians. Milton's antipathy toward the Presbyterians was manifested not 
so much in the adverse criticism directed against the divorce pamphlets 
as it was in those members of the Puritan Root and Branch Party who, 
having abolished Episcopacy,, now sour)lt to establish Presbyterian disci-
pline. The English Presbyterians found themselves more concerned !or the 
interests of their ministerial order and the unity or the church than tor 
the liberty of tho individual. Milton had attacked the Episcopacy in 
1637 for these very same reasons and ho did not hesitate to denounce the 
Presbyterians. 
As !or the party called Presbyterian or whom I be-
lieve very many to be good and .fai thi'ul Christians 1 
though misled by some of turbulent spirit, I wish 
them, earnestly and calmly, not to i'all off from 
their first principles, not to effect rigor and 
superiority over men not under them; not to compel 
uni'orcible things, in religion expecially ~ W:i ich if 
not voluntary 1 becomes a sin; nor to assist the 
clamor and malicious drifts of men whom they them-
selves have judged to be the worst of rnen, the ob-
durate enemies of God ~nd his church: 12or to dart 
against the actions or their brethren, for want of 
other argument, those wrested lal1S and scriptures 
thrown by prelates and maglignants against their 
own side, vdlich though they hurt not otherwise, 
yet taken up by them to the condemnation of their 
28J. B. Marsden, Dictiona!Z of Christian Churches and Sects 
(London, 1854), P• 449. - . -
own doings, give scandal ·ta all men, and discover 
in themselves either extreme passion or apostacy.2S 
And again:. 
Let them be sorry, that, being called to assemble 
about reforming the church, they fell to progging 
and soliciting the parliament, though they had 
renounced the name of priests, for a. neT1 settling 
of their tithes and oblations; and doublelined 
themselves With spiritual places of COI!lllOdity be• 
;yond the ponsible discharge or their duty,,. Let . 
them assemble in consistory with their elders and 
deacons, accordine to ancient ecclesiastical rule, 
to the preserving of church dlscipline, each in his 
several charge, and not a pack of clerGYJllen by them-
selves to bellycheer in their presumptuous Sion, or 
to promote designs, abuse and eull tho simple laity, 
and stir up tumult, as the prolatos did1. for the 
maintenance of their pride and avarice.-'O 
In 1643 it seemed the Long Parliament and the Westminster Assembly 
would have established a presbyterial form of church government that 
would have enabled all orthodox religious sects to maintain churches 
and congregations in England. The Assembly, as a result of the Solemn 
League and Covenant, however, was drawn away from other matters to set-
tle upon a eovernment for the church. During the mnths of October, 
November, and December, 1643, the Assembly, under the direction or the 
Scottish Commissionflrs, formulated the UPropositions Concerning Church 
Ooverrmient.n The Enelish Presbyterians in the Assembly separated them-
selves from the Puritan Root and Branch Party by .railing to grant 
toleration to the independent religious groups. Milton•s anger and bit-
ter contempt for the Presbyterians appears to have been manifested at 
29Tlle Tonuro ~lines ~Magistrates, Columbia, V, 42-43. 
30Ibid., v, 53-54. 
this time, and his contempt was not only directed against Presby-
terian discipline but also against those menbers of the Root and 
Branch Party 'Who now attempted to establish Presbyterianism in OP-
postion to their Puritan brethren. 
6$ 
CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCIPLIHE 
In The Reason of Church Government we find this statement: 
- -
That I may not follow a chase rather than an 
argument; that one of these two, and none other, 
is of (rod's ordaining; and it it be that ordi-
nance must be evident in the Gospel.1 
The chase rather than an argument informs the reader that Milton was 
not chasing a specific religion, but that the pamphlet approached the 
question of church government w:i. th an objective and impersonal argu-
ment, substantiating such areument with evidence found in the Scrip-
tures. It is also in the Preface that Milton informed the reader that 
such a church government was presbyterial and that he desireda 
England shortly is to belong to tho faithful 
.reeding and disciplining or the ministerial 
order ••• presbyters and deacona.2 
and that every such minister 
••.sustains the person of Christ in his highest 
l'iOrks of communicating.to us the mysteries ot 
our salvation, and hath the power of binding ar:d 
absolving.3 
ltrhe Reason of Church Government, Columbia, I II, 195. 
2Ibid., III, 183. 
-
Jtbid. , I II , 201. 
-
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An analysis of the church government advocated by Milton reveal.a 
that England would have a multitude of general independent presbyteries. 
He placed great emphasis on each congregation and the individual miro .. s-
ter ot the respective congregation, and there appears to be little doubt 
that he devoted most of his time expounding a theory of church govern-
ment that is basically Congregationalism. 
In his description of church government Milton mentioned discipline 
as of first importance in the life ot man. 
There is no sociable perfection in this lite, 
civil or sacred, that can be above discipline.4 
It is extremely important to understand that while Milton recognized 
civil and religious authority, he consido:red it moro important that the 
two authorities be separated. This principle had first been expounded 
in Of Reformation and The Reason of Church Government. He wites that 
- - -
the importance or the civil magistrate in the adtdnistration ot civil 
justice cannot be denied, expressing the belief that their authority 
was "of God's giving and ou~t to be obeyed as vicegerent,n5 but he also 
realized that the civil magistrate had no authority whatsoever pertaining 
to ecclesiastical matters. This was expressed again in B! Doctrina 
Christiana: 
Everyman is subject to the civil power; that is 
to say, in matters proper]¥ civil. On the con-
trary none but the members or the churgh are 
subject to ecclesiastic;al power alollfJ.o 
4Ibid. 1 III, 185. 
-
5Ibid., III, 196. 
-
6ne Doctrina Christiana., Columbia, XVI, 333. 
-
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The separation or church am state had long l::een a Puritan manifesto. 
Thomas Cartwright expressed this principle in his series of lectures 
on the~ 2f. !!!,! Apostles in 1570, and Walter Travers in his book 
! ~ !Ef! Plaine Declaration .2f. F~clesiasticall Discipline ~ !!!!.. 
the Word off God in 1574• Certainly cartwright and Travers were Eng-___ ........, ' 
lish disciples of Ce.lvin,7 but this pri~iple was one held by almost 
all non-conforming Puritans and expressed throughout the seventeenth 
century. A rio~onf orming Puri tan mo he~ this: principle was not 
necessarily a Calvinist. Milton hold this principle important through-
out his life, even when he denounced tho mre profound Calvinistic doc-
trine, and at a time when his unorthodox views -:vould have been under 
attack from 100at Puritans. 
Having separated church.and state, Milton continued his theory of 
church government. Church discipline should be only as commanded by 
the minister, "whether it be all one with doctrine, or the particular 
application thereof to this . or that person.118 Basically, the disci-
pline of the church was the preaching and teaching of the Bible by the 
Spiritual deputy, the minister or each congregation. Therefore, ac• 
cording to Milton, an ecclesiastical censure was not necessary in anr 
form o£ church government, and he asserted that w.l th such a censor in 
the church "tho greatness of this authority and honor, armed with juris• 
diction might step with ease int~ a tyranny.119 
7eremeans, Calvinistic Thought, P• 86. 
&rite Reason Et_ Church Government, Colucbia, III, 194. 
9Ibid., III, 251. 
The Presbyterians, too, felt discipline of first importance. 
They had long argued with the Independents that their form of church 
govermnent was so satisfactory a system, keeping its members in such 
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a strong grip, that toleration would be unnecessary, since it l.Bft so 
little to tolerate.10 The first unit of church government, the Con-· 
gregational Presbytery, was made up of one large congregation or tllO ' 
or three smaller associated congregations. The secorxl unit, the Classie, 
consisted of approximately twelve congregationsJ followed by the third 
unit, the Province, composed of approximte~ twelve ClassisJ and 
finally, the· fourth unit, the Nation. Elders from each congregation 
were to meet in Congregational Presbytery once a week and in Classie 
once a month. Twice a year tl'IO ministers and four elders, selected by 
the Classie, were to meet in a General Assembly as often as Parliament 
should decide.ll ·The decisions of the various assemblies were to be 
binding on members within their jurisdiction. 
Milton significantly oini.tted the tl'fO intermediate assemblies just 
as did mst Independents. The Presbyteriana had long argued with the 
Independents that an omission of tho Classis and the Province destroyed 
the unit of church government and loft the door open to tho multitude 
of sects and schisms. As we have noted be!oro, Uasson wrote· that while 
Milton did not include the two intermediate assemblies, it might be con-
strued to 1mpl¥ that he did have.the assemblies in mind.12 However, 
1<\msson, III, 108. 
llvroli'e, Milton, p. 52. 
12 Masson, II, 378. 
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this and the principle or toleration were important issues:between the 
Independents and the Presbyterians. To allow an omission of the Classis 
and the Province was to allow some degree of toleration, and the Pres-
byterians were not in favor· o:t any form or church government that did 
not have a firm grip on its members~ 
Any: association or Christians, according to Milton's theory of 
church government, would be considered a Presbytery, a completely inde-
pendent congregation under denDcratic government, electing its own 
church, officers and managing its 01'?1 affairs. The minister and lay-
elders would be the only church of"ficers and would constitute the 
Parochial Consistory, the governing body of each church. The Parochial 
Consistory would have complete authority in discipline and doctrine, 
••• to the faithful feeding and disciplining of that 
ministerial order, which the blessed apostles con-
stituted1 throupJiout the church ••• presbyters and 
deacons. 3 
and Milton begged that obedience be given to them as to the Almighty 
Hand of God. 
The Presbyterians would have aereed with this, but while they felt 
that one large congregation or two or three smaller associated congre-
gations constituted the Congregational Presbytery, J.tilton felt that each 
congregation was an independent ecclesiastical organism. Therefore, aey 
action of nearby or surrounding congregations upon any other congregation 
would be a matter of observation without any power of jurisdiction. Then,, 
too, any united action on tho part of the independent congregations 1'0uld 
be completely voluntary and again without juri.adiction over any individual 
1lrhe Reason !!£ Church Government, Columbia, In 1 183. 
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congregation. Thus wo find that there would be no succeeding units 
of organization gradually ascending in jurisdiction over a specific 
number of congregations until the fourth unit, the General .Assembly s 
guided by Parliament, governing the nation. Milton omitted the Classie 
and the Province, or any intermediate organizations, that would have 
given the Presbyterian system strength and unity, and jurisdiction aver 
every congregation in England. 
There appears to be little doubt llilton considered discipline as 
the most important factor in church government. He wrote again in 12! 
Doctrina Christiana: 
The bond by which a particular church is held 
together is its discipline. Church discipline 
consists in a mutual agreement amone the members 
of the church to fashion their lives according 
to. Christian doctrine, and to regulate every-
thing in their public meetings decently and 
with order.l4 
He theorized that a preventive method was more important than any cor-
reoti ve method; however, both were necessary to cope with the disci-
pline problems of the individual church. The Presbyterians, too, con-
sidered discipline or great importance. Milton's i1particular discipline" 
was co)'lfined to the individual church. The Presbyterians thought its 
ngeneral discipline,n maintained through its ecclesiastical hierarchy, 
the Congregational Presbytery, the Classis, tho Province, and the 
General Assembly, was such a strong preventive method that any discipline 
problem that developed would be a serious one and strong corrective 
methods from some higher authority other than the congregation would be 
necessary to cope with the problem. 
14~ Dootrina Christiana, Columbia, XVI, 321 •. 
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As wa have noted before, . Milton placed great emphasis on the 
1ndi vidual minister or each independent Presbyter. Spiritual disci-
pline and guidance was the sole responsibility of each minister since 
he was 
••• best acquainted with hio own !lock, hath best 
~eason to know all the secretest diseases likely 
to be ·there.15 
The minister, in order to maintain discipline and guidance, was ttto 
preach the gospel abundantly and poworfully •.•.• to instruct the youth. 
religiously and to endeavor how the Scriptures may be easiest understood 
by all men.nl6 The parishioners, on uniting thell?Selves to a particular 
church, and under the discipline and guidance of the minister, lOuld 
enter into a solemn covenant with God and the church, nto conduct him-
self in all respects, both towards the one and the other, as to promote 
his own edification and that of his brethren.nl7 This covenant ?tOuld 
take place at baptism, this being the rite appointed tor the admission 
of all adults into tho. church. Should a parishioner transfer from one 
particular church to·another it would be necessary to repeat the solemn 
covenant unless the parishioner was provided with "the.most satisfactory 
testimonials from some other orthodox church. 1118 Concluding, Kilton 
lfrOte that this was 
••• the only means by which discipline can be ade-
quate~ maintained, or prevented from sinking 
15nie Reason 2£. Church Oovernment, Columbia, II!, 257. 
16xb1d., III, 219. 
17.!2! Doctrina Christiana, Columbia, XVI, 323. 
lB]:bid. 1 XVI, 32). 
into gradual decline and dissolution.19 
1lilton realized, however, that disorder within the church was in-
evitable ,and he classified the inevitable disorders as two types, O\.\t-
lining a general policy for each type. The first type of disorder 
13 
would be concerning· moral conduct. Should a member or the congregation . 
be guilty of any irmnorality1 it would not be the duty of the minister 
to undertake the part of a disciplinarian or an ecclesiastical censor, 
but it would become the duty of the Parochial Consistory to act as a 
congregational board in order that the member be reprimanded. The Pa-
rochial Consistory would have complete authority to exercise the powers 
of admonition and excommunication. The second type of disorder would be 
concerning schism. Should disputes arise in the congregation concerning 
doctrine, General Councils would be called to hear the disputant. During 
a General Council the Parochial Consistory, the minister and lay-elders, 
of each congregation would merge into their respective presbyteries. The 
presbytery organization would be as complete as a little Synod and the 
doctrinal disputes would be settled with democratic procedure. It was at 
thia point Milton stressed his principle or toleration. Any person or a 
ministor of· any sect or schism who departed from the established doctrine 
would b8.ve as free a vote in the General Council as before he departed 
from the congregation. Since each oollt;--regational presbytery was completely 
independent, there would be no absolute £oroe1 either civil or religious, 
that could exert authority in either the Parochial Consistory or the 
General Council. It must be kept in mind that the Parochial Consistory . 
and the General Council were the second rneans of preventing disorder1 
19 ~· 1 .. XVI, 323. 
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the first being, or course, the preaching and teaching of the Gospel 
by the minioter. 
In·~ Dootrina Christiana Milton departed somewhat from this sys-
tem. The administration or discipline therein 1ras a power committed 
nto the whole particular church collectively, or whatever number or mem-
bers compoaed.n20 He did not include, or even mention, the Parochial 
Consistory. The General Council, the congregation, would administer all 
discipline, consisting of, 
/ 
First, in receiving and treating with gentleness 
the weak or lapsed members of the clnu-ch. Secondly, 
in composing differences between the brethren. 
Thirdly, in admonishing or openly rebuking grievous 
offenders. Fourthly, in separating the disobedient. 
from the conmn.mion o!' the church, or even, lastly in 
ejecting them from the church; not however for their 
destruction, but rather for thoir preservation, if 
so they may be induced to repent; aa was done in the 
Ancient Synagogue. There aro sotle, however, who may 
justly be considered irrecoverable.2l 
Milton did not discuss the General Council ar.d the General Assem-
bl.y as.highly complicated gatherings of church dignitaries ltho met at 
appointed dates throughout the year to eovern a determined number of 
congregations. The General Council would consist ot the congregation, 
including the Parochial Consistory, the church o!ficera, and tould meet 
only 'When occasional disputes demanded. The General Assembly, on the 
other hand, \'IOUld be a voluntary parliamentary meeting of independent 
congregations or o£ the Parochial ConsistDries of the independent con-
gr,egations. The meetings would be held once or twice a year in order 
that JnUtual problems micht be discusaed. Each congregation, or the 
2
°tbid., XVI, 327~ 
-
21 ~· 1 XVI, JJl. 
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Parochial Consistory of each coneregation, would be a homogeneous and 
constituting part of the General Assembly as 1£ it were a little Synod 
in itself, arxl would move toward the General Assembly "upon her own 
basis in an even and !irm progression, as those smaller squares in 
battle unite in one great cube, the .main phalanx, an emblem of truth 
and steadf'astness."22 
To emphasize this theory of church government in The Reason of . 
- -
Church Government, Hilton . compared it with Episcopacy, "a. gradual 
xoonarchy from bishop to archbishop .... to primate ••• to patriarch, 
and so·to pope.n23 Thus, Episcopacy ascended in a continual pyramid 
under the pretence of perfecting the church's unit. No doubt. Milton 
would have considered Presbyterianism, too, as a gradual monarchy as-
cending in a continual pyramid i'rom Congregational Presbytery to Clas-
sie, to Provincial Synod, and, finally to the General Assembly. Con-
cluding his opinion of General Assemblies, Milton wrote in De Dootrina 
. -
Christiana: 
The custom of holding assemblies is to bo maintained,· 
~ after the present ~, but according to the 
ApostolicaTinatitution, which did not ordain that an 
individual, and he a stipendiary, should have the 
solo right or speaking .from a higher place, but that 
each believer in turn should be authorized to speak, 
or prophesy, or to teach, or, exhort, according to his 
gifts; insomuch that even the weakest among the breath-
ren had the privilege of asking questions, and con-
sulting the elr:Iers and mro experienced members of the 
coneregation.24 
22The Reason 2£. Church Government, Columbia, III, 217. 
2Jrbid., III, 217. 
24ne Doctrina Christiana, Columbia, XVI, 323. 
Then, too, the Oencral Asscmb'.cy in the Frcabytorian system would 
have bean under the jurisdiction of Parliament,, and any unit of the · 
system \iOuld have had authority to en!orce the established doctrine .by 
calling in tho civil maeistrate. Bringine to a close Chapter XXXII 
"Of Church Dincipline" in ~ Doctrina Christiana Milton wrote: 
The power or the church against those who despise 
her discipline is exceeding great and extensive. 
It is therefore highly dorogntory to the power of 
the church as well as an utter want or faith, to 
suppose that her government carmot be· proporly ad-
ministered 19'ithout the int~rvention or the civil 
magiotratc.25 
In The Reason of Church Government llilton expounded a theory o! 
- ---------
church government that was in most respects 'Congregationalism. It· must 
be assumed that ho considered this the moat important form of church 
discipline. Later, in De Doct?•ina Christiana, he supported this theory 
----------
o! church government with only minor alterations. However far ·his re-
ligious vielm altered in later life, we are certain that his theory of 
church government remained relatively the sane throughout hia 11.f e. 
) Generally, and briefly revievdnr;, tho comnon prevontivo method tor tho 
tl\'O types of disorder was the teachint and preaching of the Gospel by 
the minister of each congrega.ti on, while thora would bo two corrective 
methods: the Parochial Consistory for moral violations and the General 
Council for disputes concerning doctrine. 
This appears to be the extel).t of Uilton•a interpretation o! church 
government. It is vague; when it ia not vague it is too brief. Much 
has been lei't to conjecture. If Uilton entored the controversy full of 
2r1 ~bid., XVI, 337 .. 
-
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the dream of a godly Utopia, 26 as Haller has suggested, we are certain 
that his theory of church government 'Was complete within his own mind. 
Later Haller suggested that this was merely a Miltonic way of stating 
a theory of church government Milton himself actually knew little about 
and would have beon one of the first to reject in practice.27 If this 
be true, Milton•s theory of church government as presented in this pa-
per, in comparison with the Presbyterian discipline, might have been 
rejected by Milton, but it is certain that he would have rejected the 
Presbyterian theory with a stronger violence. 
2411111am Haller, The Rise of Puritanism (New York, 1938), 
P• 339. - --
27Haller, Liberty ~ Refonnation, P• 56. 
CHAPI'ER SIX 
OOCTRINE 
Deapite the £act that Milton1s theory 0£ church government wa.s 
basically Congregationalism, no individual religious sect would have 
found his doctrinal beliefs congenial to their own, and he no doubt 
would have been considered a heretic by most denominations then estab-
lished in England., In the preface to De Dootrina Christiana he made 
--------
it clear that his religious views underwent a continual process of re-
vision throughout his life1 and that at no time did he follow any reli-
gious sect.. Prior to tho discovery of !!!! Doctrina Christiana, however, 
Milton was considered an orthodox Protestant or the Calvinistic faith. 
Since the discovery of the treatise scholars have proven discrepancies 
in Milton's religious tenets.. Several scholars have termed these dis-
crepancies 'peculiarities, 11 while others fool the discrepancies reveal 
evidence to conclude that Milton held unorthodox views in later life.2 
llost scholars now agree that it was before his mind reached maturity 
lwilliam. Carlos Martyn, Life and Times of John Milton (New 
York, _1866), P• 292. - - - -
2John H. Hanford, "The Date of Milton's De D:>ctrina Christiana," 
Studies in Philology, mI (1920), P• 309-319:- Han.ford places the 
aate of composition between 1655-166o. 
---------------------
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that his religious views were those or an orthodox Protestant of the 
Calvinistic faith. Thus, we find that his later views not only sepa-
rated him from orthodoxy but also separated him from Calvinism. The 
agreement, then, is that Milton's Protestantism in early life was not 
only orthodox but also Calvinistic, Calvinistic in both discipline and 
doctrine. 
It is of basic importance that we first reconsider the more pro-
found orthodox and heterodox views as expressed in Milton's later works 
and compare these views w.t th a universal consensus of creeds which all 
orthodox churches hold.) · 
ORTHO.OOX OOCTRI?ill 
I. RULE OF FAITH .AND PRACTICE 
The Divine inspiration and authority of the Canonical Scriptures 
in matters of faith and morals. 
The Christian Doctrine is that divine revelation 
di'Sclosed in various ages by Christ (though he was 
not known under that name in the beginning) con-
cerning the nature and worship of the Deity, i'or 
the promotion or4the glory of' Ood, and the aalva- · tion of mankind. 
No one, however, can have right thour)lts of God, 
with nature or reason alone as his m!ide, indepen-
dent of the word, or message of God.~ 
If there were no God, there 'Wt>Uld be no distinc-
tion between right and wrong; the estimate of 
)Philip Schaff, The Creeds of Christendom \Vi th a History; and 
Critical Notes (New York, 1881) .,! (Rev. F.d., 1919), -919-921. -
411! Doctrina Christiana, Columbia, XIV, 17. 
'xbid., XIV, 21. 
virtue and vice6would entirely depend on the blind opinion of men; 
II. THFDLOGY 
The Divin~ perfections.? 
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'l'he Unity of the Divine essence as opposed to Atheism, Dualism 
and Polytheism. 
The ninth attribute, or the Unitl of God, may be 
considered as proceedgng necessarily from all the 
foregoing attributes. 
Government o! the world by Divine Providence. 
This government (of the whole creation) is either 
general or specia"i": -nis general government is 
that 'Whereby ~ ~ Father regards, preserves, 
~ governs the whole £f creation ~ infinite 
wisdom and hOiiness according to the conditions 
of his deCree. 9 - -
-----
!h! special government is that which embraces with 
peculiar regard angels.and men as beings far su-
perior to the rest of the creation.10 
III. ANTHROFOIDGY 
Original innocence. Man made in the image of God, with Reason 
and Freedom, pure and Holy; yet needing probation, and liable 
to fall. 
Fall. 
. ll 
••• the tall of man was not necessary ••• 
6rbid. , XIV, 29. 
-
7Ibid., XVI. See the nine attributes pertaining to the nature 
of Ood and the three attributes pertaining to Hie Divine Power and 
Excellence, PP• 41-61. 
8 ~., XIV, 29. 
9Ibid. , XV, 55. 
-
lOrbid. ' xv' 97. 
lltbid., XVI, 101. 
Sin •. 
The sin which is common to all men is that ltbich 
our first parents, !,!!! !!ft.hem ail tiieir"Eosteritz 
committed, when, casti!l& off their obedience to God,. 
~ tasted the fruit 2.f. the forbidden ~ •. l.T' -
.!!:!.!! personal !.!!! £!_ ~ individual !! ~ which 
~ ,!!!~ 2.!!! person~ committed,, independently 
of' the sin which is common to all.JIB 
....... _.......... - _ _....._. 
Possibility or Salvation. 
God in~ to mankind ••• P.redestinated to eternal 
Siivation b~lO're the foundation or the W>rid those 
who should believeand. continue iii tile raithJ. for 
· ! manifeatation .2f. the glory gf hismercy, grac% 
and wisdom, according !9. ~ purrpse !!! Christ. 
Redemption by Christ • 
. : 
The hlimiliation of Christ is that state in which 
'iiiider !!?:! character of Q2!!-!!!!!! ~ voluntari!z !l!!?-
mitted himself !2 ~ divine ~ustico, !! .!!2!! ~ 
life as in death, for the purpose or undergoi~ all 
;tii'Iiigs reouisi te .!£ ac'COmplish our -:r'edemption:S--
IV. CHRISTOIOOY 
Divine-Human constitution of the Person of' Christ. 
~·points are to be considered in relation to 
Christ's character as Redeemer; his nature and 
Office. His nature is twofold; divine and human.16 
Hence the union of two natures in Christ must be 
considered as the mutual hypostatio union of tY«> 
essences; for where there is a perfect substantial 
12Ibid.' xv, 181. 
-
13Ibid., XV, 193. 
14Ibid., XVI, 91. 
-
lSrbid.' xv' 303. 
16rbid., xv, 259, 
-
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essence 1 there must also be an hypostasis or sub-
sistence, inasmuch as they are the same thing; so 
that one Christ, one ens; one person, is formed of 
this mtual hypostatic union of twti natures or essenoea.17 
The Life of Christ. 
:!'.!!!! exaltation !!!. Christ is that by which, having 
triumphed~ death,~~ aside~ !2!!1! £!. ! 
servant, he was exalted & God the Fathar ,to a 
state££.. rmo-rtality and or tliehigliest siF-; parttz 
.9z .!!.!!! om merits, pa'ifQY '"]i ~ (Xift of .t..! Father, 
!2!: the benefit £!_mankind; where.fore E! £2!! again 
from the dead, ascended into heaven, and sitteth on 
the. r'ijiit hand £f_ ~IO-- - -
Christ our frophet, Priest, and King forever. 
In treating of the office ot the Mediator, we are to 
consider his three-fold functions as prophet, priest 
and kin6 .... l9 , , 
The kingdom of Christ ••• 1a ••• eternal ••• it will endure 
as long as the world shall last, and as long ~8 there 
shall be occasion for his mediatorial office. 
The mediatorial work of Christ or the AtA>nement. 
The mediatorial office or Christ is that whereby, 
~ the special appointment ~ ~ !!!_~ Father 1 !!!_ 
voluntarili peri'orined, ,!!!2 continues ~ perform, 
.2!! behalf .2f. !!!!!i whatever.!,!! requisite f2! ~ 
taining reconciliation with God, and eternal 
salvation.21 - - -
V. PNEUUATOLOGY 
His historic mission by the Father and the Son. 
17Ibid. 1 XV 1 269-270. 
-
llL . ~·J xv, 309-310. 
l9Ibid. 1 XV, 285. 
20rbid.' xv J 303. 
21lbid., xv, 285. 
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The power of the Father is inherent in himseli', 
that or the Son and the Spirit is received from 
the Father; tor it has been already proved on the 
authority of the Son, that the Son does everything 
in the name or the Father, and the Spirit every 
thing in the name of the Father and the Son ••• 22 
His Divine mrk of regeneration and sanctification. 
Regeneration !! ~ oha~e operated El ~ ~ 
~~Spirit, .. wherebz _J! £1£ ~ 1ding £!!-
strozed, ~inward~~ regenerate !?l ~. 
after his 2!!n image, .!!! !!! ~ faculties £! l!!! 
mind, insomuch that he becomes as it were a new 
creature, and tiieihOie man is aanCtified both in 
bOdz and s0ul1 for the service of God, and~ -Eerforiii~ goodworks.2J - - - -
VI. SOTEaIOLOOY 
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Eternal predestination or the election oi' believers to Salvation. 
Predestination, 'therefore,. must always.be understood 
With reference to election, and.el!Sms oi'ton to be 
used instead of the latter torm.'4 
It seems, then, that there is no particular pre-
destination or election, but on'.cy general,--or in 
other words, that the privilege belongs to all who 
hearti'.cy believe and ·continue in their belief,-
that none are predestinated or elected irrespeotively ••• 2$ 
Call by the Gospel. 
22 
~Gospel!! !!h! .!!!!! dispensation 2f. ~ covenant 
.2f grace, ~ ~ excellent !.!!!. perfect ~ ~ 
~' announced first obscure~ E.z Uoses !!!,! ~ 
prophets 1 afternards _!!:! ~ clearest terms !?z 
Christ Himself 1 !:!!£ !.!!!!. apostles ~ eva}!elists, 
written since El the !!2!l, Spirit !!! the arts £!. 
believers, and ordained to continue even to the end 
.9.f the world, containi!$~ pronu.ae ~erna!"1:ife 
~ !,!! .!!! everi nation :!!!!2 sball believe B! Christ 
Ibid. 1 XIV 1 393. 
-
23rbid.' xv' 367. 
-
24rud., XIV 1 97. 
25J:bid., XIV, 107. 
-
~ revealed .!2, ~, !,!!! a threat ,gf eternal 
death to such as shall not believc .. 2° 
............... - --- - ----- ---
Regeneration and conversion. The necessity of Repentance and 
Faith. 
Regeneration.!,!!~ change operat~ £l !lli! ~ 
~ ~ Spirit, whereby ~· ~ E!!l beina destroyed, 
!ill! inward a!!! is reaenerated ~~after!!!! 2!!! 
image, .!!! ~ !:!!! faculties £!~ E!!!!.t insomuch 
that he becomes as it mra a new creature, and the 
Wii'Oie "iian is sanOtffied both in ~ and soul, tor 
.!illg service 2! ~' ~ the p9ffo1-manC'8gf good-
works.27 
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Justification and sanctification. The Forgiveness of sins and 
the necessity of a Holy Life. · 
Justification .!!. :!:!!.!! gratuitous pµrposo !?f Q.2g, 
where§'. those ~ ~ ;regenerated !.Ea ingrafted 
in Christ are absolved from sin and death through fil! ~ perfect satisfaCtion, and accounted just 
1!! !:.h2. sight !?!.. God,,. !!2!! El 2 works 2f ~ law, 
~through faith.2U 
) 
Glorification of believers. 
Imperfect glorification is that state wherein, being 
,justified!.!:!!! adopted El~ the Father, !! !!:.! 
filled ~ ! consciousness 2£ present grace ~ ,!!• 
cellency,, !! well~ !!!ill!!! expectation 2f future 
siory,, inaomu'cli't'ha t our blessedness is in a manner 
alrea~ begun.29 - - .- -
VII. OOCLESIOLOOY 
Divine origin and cormtitution or the Catholic Church of Christ. 
For inasmuch as may others confessed no less ex• 
plici tly than Peter that Christ was the Son of God 
(as is clear tro:n the narrative of the evangelists), 
the answer of Christ i? not,, uP<?n ~ Peter, but 
26xb1d., m, 113. 
-
27 Ibid., XV,, 367. 
-
28Ibid., XVI, 25. 
-
29Ibid. , XVI,, 6.5-66. 
-
:2P2.!! ~~!~build!& church, that is, 
upon this faith \vhich thou,hast in common with other 
believers, not upon thee as an individual; seeing 
that, in the personal sense of the mrd, the true 
rock is Christ, nor is there any other foundation, 
whence also i'aith in Christ ia called the foundation.30 
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The essential attributes or the Chtu-oh Universal. Unity, catho-
licity, holiness, and indeatruotibil:l.ty.of,the Church. 
The universal visible church is the whole multitude of 
thOse vdlo !!! called ~ everl ~ of the world, and-
!!!?. openJy rorshiI? ~ the Father tiir'o'Ugh Christ.!!! 
!El place whatever, eiiher individualg, ~ ~ ~ 
junction !!!!!h others. 3 
Sacraments. Visible signs, seals, and means of grace •. 
A Sacrament is a visible sign ordained by God, where-
by he sets his seal on believers in token of his 
saving grace, or of the satisfaction of Christ; and 
whereby we on our part testify our faith and obe-
dience to God w.tth a sincere heart and a grateful 
remembrancea32 
Baptism for the remission oi';sins. 
Under the gospel, the first of-the sacraments com-
mo~ so called ~ baEtiam, wherein ~ bodies of 
believers !!h.2, engage themselves .!£ pureness £!_ !!f!, 
~ immersed_!!! runninfi !,A~~' ~ signifz their,£!-
generation & ~ fu>k Spirit,~ their union with 
Christ in his death, burial, and resurrection.:r.r-
-- --------
The Lord's supper for the commemoration of the at.oning death of 
Christ. 
The lord 1 a Suwer is a solemnity in which the death 
0:£ Christ is conmemora ted by the breaking of bread 
and pouring out or nne, both or which elements are 
tasted by each individual comrminicant, and the 
30Ibid., XVI, 231. 
-
31Ibid., XVI, 233. 
-
32Ibid., XVI, 165. 
-
33Ibid., XVI, 169. 
benefits of his death thereby sealed to belieyers.34 
VIII. ESCHA'l'OI.DGY. 
Death in consequence of sin. 
After sin came death, as tho calamity or punishment 
consequent upon it. Under the head of deathl in 
Scripture, all evils whatever, together with every 
thing which in its consequenoo teP.ds to death, rmist 
be understood as comprehended ••• J~ 
The final coming of Christ. 
~ coming .2f .!h!! ~ ~ judE!ll;ent, when he shall 
judge the 'WOrld with hie holy angels, was predicted, 
firat, by Eno.ch and the prophets; afterwards by 
Christ himself and his apostles. The day and ho~ 
of Christ's coming are knmm to the Father only.3 
General resurrection. 
The restoration of Yan is the act ·whereby man, being 
delivered from sin and death by God the Father through 
Jesus Christ, is raised to a far xoore excellent state 
ot grace and glory than tJ1at from which he had fallen. 
In this restoration are comprised the redemption and 
renovation of man.37 · 
------
God all in all. 
In like manner as a period is assiened to his priestly 
office (although that also is called eternal) ·as well 
as to8his prophetical office, that God may be all in 11 3 ...__........ ---a • 
-
The Judgement of the world by our Lord Jesus Christ. 
!!!.!! ~ judgment is that -..herein Christ !!:!:!! .!:!!.! 
saints 1 arrayed .!!:! ~ glory ~ po1mr 2f ~ 
34Ibid., XVI, 191. 
-
35ibid.' '!JI J 203. 
-
36rb1d., XVI, 339. 
-
37Ibid., XV, 251. 
38Ibid., xv, 303. 
-
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Father, shall judge~~ angels,~~ whole 
race of mankind."39"""' 
-----
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Iteaven and Hell. The eternal blessedness or Saints and the eter-
nal punishment of the wicked,. 
OUr glorification will be accomplished by the reno-
vation of heaven and earth, and or all things therein 
adapted to our senice or delight, to be possessed by 
us in perpetuity. 40 · 
The place of punishment is call~d HELL •• ,.41 
. HEI'FBOOOX DOCTRINE 
I. THIDLOOY 
The Trinity ot the Divina Persons • 
... there is in reality nothing llhich implies either 
divinity or unity of essence.u2 . 
••• it does not follow ••• that the Son io co-essential 
with the Father, for then the title of Son would be . 
least of all applicable to him, since be who is prop-
erly the Son is not coeval with the Father, much less 
of the same numerical essence, otherwise the Father 
and the Son would be one person; nor did the Father 
beeet him fr~ anjr natural oocesoity,, but of his own 
free will ••• 
• •• if ••• the Spirit be · frcquentJ.Y named tho Spirit ot 
God, and the Holy Spirit of God1 so that the Spirit 
0£ God being actually and numerically distinct from 
God himself, cannot possibly be essentially one God 
with him whose Spirit ha is, (except on certain 
strange and absurd hypotheses, which have no foundation 
in Holy Scripture, but were dovisod by human ingenuity, 
39rbid., XVI, .335• 
4°'.Ibid., ·XVI, 379. 
41Ibid., XVI, 373 •. 
42Ibid., XIV, 399. 
-
43Ibid. 1 XIV, 187. 
for the sole4R'1rpose of supporting this particular 
doctrine) ••• 
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Creation of the world by the will or God out of nothing for his 
glory and the happiness of his creatures. 
It is clear then that the mrld •s framed out of 
matter or some kind or other. For since action 
and passion are relative terms, and since, conse-
quently 1 no agent can act externally, unless there 
be some patient, such as matter, it appears impos-
sible that God could have created this world,out ot 
nothing; not from any defect of power on his part, 
but because it was necessary that something should 
have previously existed capable of receivipg pas-
sively the exertion of the divine e££iacy.4!> 
Inasmuch then as God is the primary, and absolute, 
and sole cause of all things 1 there can be no doubt 
but that he comprehends and embraces within himself 
all the causes above mentioned. Therefore 1the ma-
terial cause must be either God, or nothing. Now 
nothing is no cause at all; and yet it ia contended 
that forms, and above all, that human forms, were 
created out of nothing. Dut matter and form, con-
sidered as internal causes, constitute the thing 
itself; so that either all things must have had two 
causes only, and those external, or God will not 
have bf!gn the perfect and absolute cause or every 
thing.4 
II., ANTHROPOI.OOY 
The Fall. Natural depravity, guilt, and necessity • 
••• God decreed nothing absolutulY, lvhich he left 
in the power or free agents ••• 47 
••• the apostasy or the first man '"1.s not decreed, 
but only foreknown by the inf'inite wisdom of God, 
it fol.lows that predestination was not an absolute 
44Ibid., XIV, 379. 
-
45rbid., xv' 19. 
-
46xbid., xv, 21. 
-
47Ib1d., nv, 931. 
-
decree before the i'all of man; and even after his 
tall, it ought always to be considered and defined 
as arising, not so much from a decree itsl!~, as 
i'rom the imnutable condition or a decree.4 
It was not simply man as a being who was to be 
created, but man as a being who was to .fall of his 
accord, that was· the matter or object of predestina-
tion; £or that mani£estation or divine grace and 
mercy which God designed as the ultimate purpose of 
predestination, presupposes the·existence ot sin and 
inisery in man, originating·i'rom himself alone.49 
••• it is sufi'ioientlyevident, that free causes are 
not impeded by any law 0£ nece,asity arising from the 
decrees or prescience of Ood.~u 
Death. 
The death or the body is the loss or extinction of 
life. The common definition, which supposes it to 
consist in the separation or soul and body, 'is inad-
missible. For mat part of man is it that dies when 
this separation takes plaoe? Is it the sould? This 
will not be admitted by the supporters of the! above 
definition. Is it then the body? But how can that 
be said to die, which never had any li.f e oi' its elf? 
Therefore the separation~! soul and lx>dy cannot be 
called the death of man.;1• 
III. CHRISTOLOGY 
\ 
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The Incarnation of the eternal logos or the Second Person or the 
Trinity. .. ' 
The Son likewise teaches that the attributes of 
divinity belong to the P§ther alone, to the ex-
clusion even of' himself .!>2 
48Ibid., XIV, 10). 
-
49Ibid., XIV, 101. 
50:rbid., XIV, 87. 
- ' 
'11bid., xv, 217-218. 
-
52rbid., XIV, 227. 
- . 
IV. PNEUYATOWGY 
The Divine Personality of the Holy Spirit • 
••• the Spirit signifies a divine impulse, or light, 
or voice, or word, transniittad from alx>ve either 
through Christ, who is the Word 0£ God, or by some 
other channel. It appears to me, that these and 
similar passaged cannot be considered as ref erring 
to the express person of the Spirit, both because 
the Spirit was -not yet given, and because Christ 
alone, as has been said beforo, 181 properly speaking, 
and in a primary sonset the Word or God, and the pro-
phet of the Church ••• S.> 
Undoubtedly neither David, nor any other Hebrew, under 
the old covenant, believed in the personality of that 
eood and !!21:l Spirit, unless perhaps as an angel. · 
More particularly, it implies that light l'hich was 
shed on Christ himself. It is also used to signify 
the spiritual gifts conferred by God on individuals, 
and the act of gift itsel£.54 
His eternal procession from the Father • 
•• • inasmuch as this latter (Holy Spirit) is called 
the Spirit of· the Father and the Son. With regard. 
to the nature of the Spirit, in what manner it .· 
exists, or whence it arose, Scripture is eilent ••• 55 
V. ECCLESIOIOOY AND SACRAMENTOIOOY 
' 
. The ministry and preaching 0£ the Gospel. 
Extraordinarz ministers are persons inspired and 
sent on a special mission by God, for the purpose 
of planting the church where it did mt be.fore 
exist, or of reforming its corruptions, either 
through the medium of preachingor of m'i ting. To 
this class belong thg prophets, apostles, evange-
lists and the like.So 
53Ibid., XVI, 367 • 
.54Ibid.t 1 XVI, 363. 
55Ib1d., XVI, 357. 
-
56tb1d., XVI, 2.39• 
Any believer is competent to act as an ordinarz 
minister, according as convenience may require, 
supposing him to be endowed with the neoessaa 
gifts; these gifts constituting his mission.!:>-( 
VI. ESCl1ATOIOOY 
Im:mortali ty of the Soul • 
••• this proves rather that the soul enters the 
grave with the body, as was shol'ftl above, from 
whence it needs to be redeemed, name~ at the 
resurrection, when God shall receive 1t ••• 5H 
- -
Nor do we anywhere read that the souls assemble, 
or are summoned to judgment, from heaven or from 
hell, but that they are all called out or the 
tomb, or at least'tbat they were previously in the 
state of the dead.59 
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Milton's principal error, if it may be termed that, was an un-
orthodox view of the Trinity 1 tending somewhat toward Arianism. More 
important, however, is the. tact that Milton's Arianism influenced even 
his orthodox doctrine and we find a strange coloring given to some of 
the important concepts included in Christo logy 1 Pheumatology 1 and 
Soteriology. The problem b"ecomes more intricate when we consider Para-
-
dise Lost. Arthur SeVlllll ns one of the 1'1ret to contend that the disa-
- - ' 
greements in doctrine between be Doctrina Christiana and Paradise I.oat 
- -
were so important that it seemed unlikely the treatise was completed in 
time to serve as a doctrinal guide in the composition of the poem.60 
Shortly thereafter, McDill wrote that it l'fOUld be best tD drop the dis-
. cussion of the anti-Trinitarian Views in Paradise Inst since scholars 
-
57Ibid., XVI, 239. 
-
S8xb1d. , xv, 237. 
59rbid ... xv .. 231. 
-
6oArthur Sewell, ! Study!!! Milton's Christian Doctrine .. (New 
York, 1939), P• 9· 
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were in no position to make a positive assertion for either side.61 
In 1941 Maurice Kelley proved that while there were some disagreements 
between De Doctrina Christiana. and Paradise Lost, the treatise could be 
- -
used as an intermediary in reading the epic poem.62 
It is not the purpose of this thesis to argue the anti-Trinitarian 
views in De Doctrina Christiana and Paradise l.Dst. However, brief' men-
- -
tion should be made concerning the earliest possible date Milton held 
Arian views. In Paul Best's Mysteries Discovered, 1647, there occurs 
an extensive manuscript note in Latin similar to the Arian views con-
tained in Milton's 12! Doctrina Christiana.. R. Brook Aspland, llho dis-
covered this note, attributed it to Milton on grounds of stype and 
script. The editors of the Columbia University edition of Milton's 
works express the opinion that tho handwriting is identical with that 
of the writer of the letter to the Senate of the city of Hamburg, which 
was retl!rned undelivered and known to be that of John Mil~n. 63 H. John 
McLaohlan has also compared· the handwriting on the pamphlet with fac-
similes of Milton's autograph in his Family Bible, Commonplace Book, the 
1647 letter to Charles Diodati1 and the sonnets in "Milton's Juyonile 
Poems, & c." UcLachlan, too, is convinced that !lzsteries Discovered bears 
a genuine Milton autograph.64 
61J. M. McDill, Milton and the Pattern 0£ Calvinism (Nashville, 
Tenn., 1942), P• 281. . - - -
. 
62Maurice Kelley, !h!!, Great Arfit3!!1ent; ! Stu' 2f. Milton's ,!!! 
Doctrina Christiana as a Gloss !!l2.2.!! Paradise Lost Princeton University 
Press 1 1941). - - -
63n. Jolm McLachla.n, Socinianism !n Seventeenth Cent'!!7 England 
(London, 19.57), P• 156. 
64Ibid., P• 160. 
The possibilities o! Milton having hold Arian views in 1647· are 
good. It is interesting to note that in the ,previous year, April, 
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1646, the CoIDDX>ns had promised due consideration.tor sects and schisms 
providing only that they differed not in any tundaments of religion. 
In September, however, the House passed the second reading of a bill' 
which punished those who denied doctrines relating to the Trinity and 
the Incarnation, the punishment being death, and lire imprisonment tor 
those 'Who opposed Infant Baptism and other less important doctrinea.6S 
Thus, 1£ Milton held Arian views, as expressed in the Latin note in · 
Paul Best's !zsteries Discovered, and 1£ the note is that of John Milton, 
such views no doubt he kept to himself for obvious reasons. 
In !h2, Doctrine ~ Discipline 9£ Di vorco, 1643, Milton attempted 
to prove that God could not permit divorce Under the Mosaic Law if di-
vorce were evil and sinful. To bold this view would be to make God 
the author o:r sin.· llost scholars are or the opinion that this pam-
phlet reveals Milton's orthodox Calvinistic views of predestination and 
t.hAt in the following year in Areopagitica he definitely adopted the 
doctrine. or tree will, thus emancipating himself from Calvinism. '16 Mil-
ton• s unorthodox vie'WB have been presented, but these viewa separated · 
Milton from all orthodox creeds and not Calvinism alone. It is only 
Milton's peculiar views of predestination that separated him from Cal-
vinism. However, references to God's will and predestination in!!!! 
Doctrine !!!! Discipline 2f Divorce and later Areopagitica may be 
65rirth, Oliver Cromwell, P• 153· 
66s. M. W •. Till.yard, Studies !!! Uilton (London, 1951), p. lS9; 
Alden Sampson, Studies _!!! Milton !,lli! An Essaz £!! Poetry {New York, 
1913), P• 209-2l:0J Sa:urat, Milton, p,62; Yiolfe, Milton, P• 63; 
Sewell, ! Study, P• 48; and Patterson, Uilton, P• 152. 
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interpreted as Calvinistic, ·oot there appears to be only fundamental · 
di!'!erences in these views and those expressed in .P.!, Doctrina Chris-
tiana. A more thorough explanation of predestination in the treatise 
proved to separate Milton not only .from Calvinism, but also from other 
orthodox creeds on minor points of doctrine. 
'!he idea of ·the corruption of man•s reason and moral sense after 
the £all of Adam was very general in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turics in England •. It was conceived that the human race had fallen. into 
sin by its own free and avoidable self-decision• This was not an· ex-
clusive Calvinistic idea, but it.was of basic importance in the Calvi-
nistic system or thought and was partially responsible for, the moral 
and spiritual vigor characteristic of Calvinism. 67 Moreover, according 
to the Calvinist, God, conceiving the human race as fallen, decreed to 
condemn the whole race for. its sin. Reason, which was a part of God's 
first revelation or himself to man, was entitled to speak concerning the 
general plan o! the divine government and to deduce inferences from it 
in regard to, God's eternal purposes as manifested. The faculty which · 
presumed tO sit in judgement upon the problem or ain1 and 1 ts relation 
to the divine goverrunent had itsell' been seriously affected by the moral 
revolution which had taken place. It was, therefore, incompetent to as-
sume the functions of a judge. Out of His mercy and according to His . 
sovereign vtill, He decreed to save some of the fallen and sinful mass 
who were thus contemplated as justly condemned. The rest, consequently, 
were passed by and ordained to continue under just condemnation. So 
finally, with the doctrine or orieinal sin, depravity, according to the 
67cremeana, Calvinistic Thoucht1 P• 81. 
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Calvinist:, ss complete. It admitted no possibility or, spiritual, good. 
In~ Doctrine !!!2 Discipline£!. Divorce Milton denied that ,Qod 
has two wills. 
If it be affirmed, ,that God, as being lord may do 
what he lfi.ll, yet we must know, that God bath no~ 
two wills, but one will, much leas tt.io contrary. 8 
Sewell -writes that in doing this Milton took an orthodox Calvinistic 
view. However, ,according to Sewell, Milton.admitted that God's singular 
will is twofold. 
and again, 
The hidden ways of his providence we adore and· 
search not, but the law is his revealed6nu, his complete, his evident and certain will. 9 
'Tis ·wonder' d how there can be in God. a secret, and 
reveal'd will; and yet 1'hat wonder, li there be in 
man tT10 answerable causes. Thtt · hore there must be 
two revealed wills grappling in a f'raternall warre 
with on.;0another '11.thout any reasonable cause appre-hended. 
Ood 's will, then, being tWQfold, there must be answerable causes in man. 
Sewell answers interpretively; first, ma.n's own propensity to sin, and 
secondly, that divine necessity working on man by which God bas pre-
destined or predetermined all things. Thus, man, created free, is led 
by the revealed will of God, but not absolutely free, since God's hid-
den will decrees how man shall not act. 71 
Later in !!!! Doctrina Christiana W.lton came to the conclusion that 
68The Doctrine 2£. Discipline 2£. Divorce, Columbia, III, 443. 
69Ibid., III, 443. 
-
70:rbid., III, 443. 
-
71.sewell, ! Study, PP• 49-50. 
to attribute to God a. twofold 'Will was too much the same as to attribute 
to God two distinct wills, whereof one is in direct contradiction to the 
other. 
• •• the scholastic distinction michascribcs a 
twofold will to God; his revealed will, whereby 
· he prescribes the way in which he desires us to 
act, and his hidden 1Yill1 whereby he decrees that 
we shall never so act; 'which is mch the same as 
to attribute to the teity tm distinct wills, 
whereof·one·is in direct contradiction to the 
other.72 
Milton's view here is that God does not exert power in things which im-
ply a contradiction, and this view is in complete harmony w1 th his earlier 
statement in!!.!!, Doctrine !!'!5!. Discipline ~Divorce: "God hath not two 
wills, but one will, much less tm contrary." lie exemplifies& 
If he once willed adultery should be sint'u.11 and 
to be punished by death, all his omnipotence will 
not allow him to will the allowance that his holiest 
people mieht, as it were, by his own at)tinoll\Y, or 
counterstatute, live unreproved in the same tact as 
he himself' esteemed it, according to our common ex• 
plainera.73 
God has but one will. To attribute to God two distinct 'Wills or a 
twofold will would have man in a conditional position, with God having 
decreed or predestined all future events. 1Jilton•s position here ie 
that God has created a condition within man whereby it is necessary for 
man to exert reason in his principle or free w1l.l. There are t110 re-
vealed wills "grappling in a rr~ternall mrre" within the mind or mans 
Passion and Reason. God's divine lalr has boen revealed and man must 
act. 
At the. time of the Remonstrant Controversy the argument swng 
72~ Doctrina Christiana, Columbia, XIV, 109. 
73fhe Doctrine ~ Diacipllno .2f Divorce, Columbia, III, 440. 
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between Suprala.paarianism and Sublapsarianism. · Tlhile the Synod of 
Dort VBa Sublapaarian, it so happened that the chief opponents of. the 
Remonstrants were pronounced Supralnpsarians. The natural result was 
that type of .doctrine which the Arminians i'elt called upon to attack at 
this time: Supralapsarianism. The objections urged by the Arminians 
against Calvinistic doctrine oi' decrees were mainly directed against the 
Supralapsarian theory. Milton attacked them i'or their misconception. 
The Jesuits, and that sect among us which is 
named of Arminius, are mnt to charge us or 
making God the author of sin, in two degrees 
espooially, not to speak o:r his permission: 
l. Because we hold, that ho hath decreed some 
to damnation, and consequently to sin, say theyJ 
next, Because those means which are oi' saving 
knowledge to oth~rs 1 he makes to them on occasion 
of greater ain.74 
Milton disaereed with this Supralapsarian vie\1' of the divine decrees 
and should be considered Sublapsarian. Hie purpose in writing !h.!! ~­
trine and Discipline .2£ Di Vorce was to try to show that' God could not 
permit div9rce under the Mosaic Law, if divorce was indeed evil and sin-
ful, and .to hold such a view would be to make Ood the author of sin. 
Tho Supralapsarian view tended to minimize man's part in salvation 
and to attribute everything to the grace o:r God, mo had determined f'rom 
all eternity the role of the damned and the elect. God alone determines 
these matters, they held, and man alone is polfBrlesa to co-operate in 
the salvation of his o\m soul. 'To the Bupral.apsarian the decrees of God 
were absolute; to Milton, however, these decrees were conditional. 
Yet considering the perfection wherein man was 
created, and mieht have stood, no decree necessi-
tating hie £ree will, but subsequent; though not 
71'nie Doctrine ~ Disciiplino .2f. Divorce, Columbia, III, 440-441. 
in time, yet in order to causes, wh1ch1 were .in 
his own powerJ they might methinks be persuaded 
to absolve both God and us. 75 
----
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Milton's t"WO points are now clear. First, man 1fa8 created perfect and 
fell of his own choice, no decree necessitating his fall. Secorxily, 
the decree or free Tdll is subsequent in order of both time and causes 
which were in man's ow power, having been born free. He again attaclced 
the Supralapsarian view in Areopas1tica. 
Many there be that complain or divine Providence 
for suffering Adam to transgression. Foolish 
tongues 1 When God gave him freedom. to choose, 
for reason is but choosing; he had been else a 
:~e100~~n!~tgl Adam, such an Adam as he is in 
And once again in .!22 lhctrina Christiana, 
Since then the apostasy of the :£irot man was not 
decreed, but only £oroknmm by the infinite wis-
dom of God, it follows that predestination was 
not an absolute decree before the fall of man. 77 
Uilton held that the Atonement was universal, and that depravity 
was a bias which left the Will completely .free and man responsible for 
his own destiny through the choice of faith or unbelief. This made the 
salvation of all men possible, the result in each case being conditioned 
' ' 
by faith, mich lay 'Within the will of each individual. To him, election 
and reprobation both depended upon man's co-operation. He argued that 
God elects men to everlasting life on the condition of faith and re-
pentance, and rejects only those who in the end refuse to believe and 
75Ibid., III, 441. , 
-
76Areopagitica, Columbia, IV, 319. 
77'Q! Doctrina Christiana, Colu.I!lbia, XIV, lOJ. 
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repent. Thus 1 in. later llf e Milton rejected the . extreme doctrine or 
predestination and urged that some degree or efficacy for salvation 
lay in· the effort of the individual reason to attain truth and of the 
individual will to pursue righteousness. 
The Arian and Arminian views Milton adopted :intluenoed his entire 
system of theology. They were the basis or his unorthodoxy and they 
were certainly his most serious of.f'ence.against the orthodox Protestant 
creed. Milton adhered to no particular religious seot. * Calvinism was 
by far the.most prominent religious nroup in BnglaM during·tbe seven-
teenth century and no doubt influenced orthodox Protestantism more than 
any other religion. However, Milton's Unorthodox views, either Arianism 
or Arminianism1 wuld have separated him from orthodox Protestantism) 
thus we find modern scholarship at the present time unable to trace the 
development of either the Arianism or the peculiar view of predesti-
nation. 
*see Appendix B. 
APPENDIX A 
MIIDR POINTS OF BETEROOOX OOCTRINE 
No definite place tor church worship. 
Public worship, previously to the law of Moses, 
Vda.S not confined to any definite place; under the 
law it took place partly in the synagogues and 
partly in the temple; under the gospel any conven-
ient place is proper.l 
No particular day set aside tor church 1'0rship. 
The law of the Sabbath being thus repealed, that 
no particular day of worship has been appointed 
in its place, is evident from the same apostle, 
Rom. xiv. S. For since, as was observed above, 
no particular place is desienated under the gos-
pel !or the public worship of God, there seems no 
reason why time, the other circumstance or worship, 
should be more defined.2 
View of baptism. 
Under the gospel, the first o! the sacraments com-
monly so called is baptism, wherein the bodies S!J_ 
believers !h2 engage themselves ,!2 pureness £! 1:!f!, 
~ immersed_!!! running wntor, ~signify their!:!-
generation !?z !h2, !!2!l Spirit, !!.!!! their union with 
Christ !!! ~ death, burial, !!!! rosurrection.r-
No tithing or the endolllllent or churches. 
Hence to exact or bargain for tithes or other sti-
pendiary payments under the gospel, to extort them 
from the flock under the alleged authority of civil 
edicts, or to have recourse to civil actions and 
~ Doctrina Christiana, Columbia, XVII, 167-166. 
2Ibid., XVII, 179• 
-
.3rbid., XVI, 169. 
-
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legal processes !or the.recoyery or allowances.purely 
ecclesiastical, is the pp.rt o:t wolves rather than ot 
ministers or . the gospel: 4 
Views of mrriage. 
With regard to. marriage, inasmuch as it .is not an in- . 
stitution peculiar to Christian nations, but comnon 
to them all by the univcroal law of mankind, (unless 
it be meant to restrict the word to the union of be-
lievers properly so ·called,) it is not even a re-
ligious ceremony, still less a sacrament 1 but a compact 
purely civil; nor does its celebration~belong in any 
ma.mer to the ministers of the church.;> 
Views of divorce. 
Marriage', by its definition, is an union of the most 
intimate nature; but not indissoluble or indivisible, 
as some contend on the ground of its being subjoined, 
Matt. xix. 5. "they two shall be one flesh.n These 
words, properly considered, do not imply that marriage 
is absolutely indissotuble, but only that it ought not 
be lightly dissolved. 
Polygamy sanctified by Scripture. 
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It appears to me sufficiently established ••• that polygamy 
is allowed by the. law of Ood: lest hO'lfever any doubt. 
should remain, I will subjoin abumant examples or men 
l'lhosc holiness renders them fit patterns !~ imitation, 
and who are among the lights of our faith. 
Subjection of 1'0men in the church. 
Women, however, are enjoined to keep silence in 'the 
4Ibid. 1 XVI, 301. 
5Ib1d., m, 211. 
6rbid•, xv J '155-156. 
-
7Ibid•, XV, lh7 • 
-
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churoh ••• and if they will learn anything, let them 
ask their husbands at home,; .i'~r it is a shame for 
women to speak in the church. 
8 Ibid. , xm, 327, 
-
102 
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APPENDIX B 
SECTS WITH WHICH W:LTON AGREED OR DISAGREED 
It is almost impossible to place Yilton with any particular re-
ligious sect. Certainly he was in agreement with rtVlllY religious sects; 
however, one carmot help but feel that Hilton the individualist would 
not have stayed long with any particular group,, or that they in turn 
would have tolerated either his major or his minor points of heterodox 
doctrine. 
He was a Congregationalist: 
l) The conception of a Christian congregation or 
local churchJ a self.governing body of converted 
believers voluntarily associated !or spiritual 
ends. 
2) Independence .of such a clruroh or !oreign juris-
diction. 
3) Duty of voluntary .tello'WShip with other churches. 
and a Baptist: 
1) The conception or a Christian congregation or 
local church; a sell' govemine body of converted 
. believers voluntarily associated for spiritual 
ends. 
2) Baptisms . 
a) Its subjectss only responsible converts on 
the ground of a voluntary profession or 
their faith. 
b) Its method: total il:lnersion o1' the body. 
3) Universal liberty of conscience as a sphere which 
civil government cannot control. 
An agreement or any connection with either the Congregationalist or 
the Baptist would have been primari)Jr church discipline. 
In doctrine he would have !ound the Quakers· more congenial: 
l) Universal diffusion of the irmer light for 
the salvation or men. 
2) Inmediate revelation ouperior to 1 though con-
.. cordant with, the outward testimony of the 
Scripture a. 
3) The ministry of the Gospel depending on in-
spiration. 
4) Worship is purely imrard; and depends upon 
the immediate moving of the Holy Spirit. 
5) Universal liberty. 
6) The Sacraments are spiritual acts, not visible 
rites and ceremonies. 
however, he would not have agreed with the Quakers on all points: 
l) '!'he ministry of the Gospel regardless of sex. 
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In addition, consideration must be given to the unorthodox reli-
gious sects. No doubt they would have given Uilton solace in. the de-
clining years of his lite on the moro important points ot his religious 
viem. The Unitarians would have accepted W.lton•s unorthodox views ofr 
l) The Trinityr. 
2) The Incarnation and eternal Divinity of Christ. 
3) Original sin and guilt. 
4) The vicarious atonement. 
and the Anninians would have aoceptod his.unorthod~ views ofa 
l) Conditional election, 
2) Possible redemption i'or all tl.i8n. 
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3) The resistible nature or faith am grace. 
4) The possibility of total and !'1nal apostasy. 
Milton probably know .all the religious sects in England during the 
seventeenth century. To place him Yd th any sect would be to conjecture 
a point Milton himsel! made clear in~ lhctrina. Christiana; "I adhere 
to the Ho'.cy Scripture-I follow no he~esy or soct." He had vie\18 in 
comnon with many sects, but they were a composite of pers.onal religious 
beliefs, both orthodox and unorthodox, and we find that the religious 
beliefs which muld have placed him with one sect 1IOUl.d have separated 
him i'rom other sects. Thus we conclude that John Milton was a reli-
gious independent-his Congregational and Baptist doctrines reveal ex-
plicit faith in church discipline; his Quaker doctrine, his deep in-
dividualism; and his Unitarian and Arminian doctrine, a }>l'Ofound and 
intricate theology. 
lo6 
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VITA 
Allen Herbert Scott was born in Portsmuth.t Virginia, 16 August 
1928, and has spent most of his life living in the Old Dominion. Young 
Scott was educated,in the elementary schoolD or Portsmouth and Norfolk 
County, Virginia, and received his secondary education at The Patterson 
School, Patterson, North Carolina, and Woodrow Wilson High School, Ports-
mouth, Vi?'ginia. He was graduatoo from the latter school with a Literary 
Academic diploma in February, 1949, but continued until June of that year 
in pursuit of the Post Graduate course £or prospective college students. 
In September, 1949, the graduate enrolled in Bridgewater College, · 
Bridgewater, Virginia, in pursuit o! the Liberal Arts degree. Having 
spent .thirteen months in Japan nth the Uedical Corps, u. s. Arr:q, in 
1946-47, the student was unaware that after completing one year of col-
lege he would again find himself' a soldier, this time in Korea for twelve 
months duri~ the years 1950-51. He took an active part in this Police 
Action. 
After discharge from the service the student returned to Bridgewater 
College where he completed his studies in English Literature and received 
the Ba.cholar of Arts degree in Juno, 1954. In August, 1954, Allen Scott 
married the former Margaret Jean Showalter, and the following September 
entered the Graduate School or the University of Ricluoond. Upon com-
pleting one year residence the candidate entered the teaching profession 
and hD.a taught in the Richmond area two years while completing the re-
quirements for the Master of Arts degree. '.a10 candidate desires to con-
tinue his graduate studies in Vanderbilt University within several years. 
